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Chapter 5 

Transgression: The Futurist Challenge 

The Futurists constituted a heterogeneous amalgam of artists whose identity 

transcended contemporary boundaries of artistic style, education, social and financial 

status and nationality. Artists from wealthy backgrounds such as Natal'ia 

Goncharova, the Burliuks and Aleksandra Ekster collaborated with and exhibited 

alongside impecunious and nalf artists, including Pavel Filonov, Velimir Khlebnikov 

and Niko Pirosmanashvili. Journalists and critics were often challenged by the 
heterogeneity of the movement, and only a select few (including Iakov 

Tugendkhol'd, Petr Iartsev and Aleksei Rostislavov) were able to analyse Futurist art 

and performance in a meaningful way, setting it within the context of Russian and 
European art and cultural history. The majority of journalists, however, interpreted 

Futurism from a purely melodramatic or sensationalist perspective, viewing the 

Futurists and their audience as a symptom of the declining standards of city and 

cultural life. This chapter explores much of this negative criticism in the context of 
Futurist attitudes toward the disenfranchised sections of and perceived negative 

elements in society, including questions of gender, hooliganism and fear, madness 

and laughter, and the lower classes. Again, in view of the scarcity of direct Futurist 

written or oral commentary on these issues, a visual analysis of selected Futurist 

paintings is used to explore the question of the Futurists' attitude toward the public 

and to argue the possible existence of an underlying socio-political agenda in their 

work. 

Gender Relations 

Gender is a factor which clearly distinguishes the development and reception of the 

Russian avant-garde from the European avant-garde, including Italian Futurism. As 

Griselda Pollock and others have observed, the general art historical perspective of 

early modernist movements is both elitist and masculine. 'As a result', writes 
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Pollock, 'any attempt to deal with artists in the early history of modernism who are 

women necessitates a deconstruction of the masculine myths of modernism'., Unlike 

their European counterparts, many Russian women Futurists were acknowledged in 

their own time as major artists and influential figures within the realm of the Russian 

avant-garde. These women included renowned artists such as Natal'ia Goncharova, 

Elena Guro, 01'ga Rozanova, Nadezhda Udal'tsova, Aleksandra Ekster and latterly 

Liubov' Popova and Ksenia Boguslavskaia, but also the well-connected gallery 

owners Nadezhda Dobychina and Klavdiia Mikhailova, and the fashionable socialite, 
A. D. Privalova, who participated in Futurist body painting and, according to 
Anthony Parton, 'followed all the latest trends'. 2 The acclaimed pre-Revolutionary 
Futurist women artists were typically educated, financially independent women from 

upper-class family backgrounds. Through their social status, education and artistic 

experimentation they successfully and collectively renegotiated gendered social and 

artistic boundaries and conventions. Undoubtedly their publicly acknowledged status 

within the Russian avant-garde encouraged the reportedly predominantly female 

audience to attend Futurist events, creating what Jane Sharp identifies as a 'newly 

"feminised" sphere of popular culture'. 3 This argument accords with the relatively 

widely held view that mass culture is conventionally gendered feminine. 

In socio-economic and cultural terms women of this period were generally 
considered to fall into one of four main categories. The lowest and largest category 
included the unskilled workers who worked in shops, factories, as maids and 
domestic servants, and in the service industry in restaurants, popular entertainment 
and so forth. Laura Engelstein's seminal work The Keys to Happiness has provided 
us with a wealth of information and analysis which reveals the often exploitative, 
prejudiced, squalid and unjust conditions which this category of typically young, 
single, illiterate, provincial women had to face in the cities. 4 The second category 
refers to the next class of women who belonged to the poluintelligentsiia, 

1 Griselda Pollock, 'Modernity and the Spaces of Feminity', in Modern Art and Modernism: A 
Critical Anthology, edited by Francis Frascina and Charles Harrison with the assistance of Deirdre 
Paul (London: Harper and Row in association with the Open University, 1982), pp. 121-35 (p. 121). 
2 Anthony Parton, Mikhail Larionov and the Russian Avant-Garde (London: Thames and Hudson, 
1993), p. 67. 
3 Jane A. Sharp, 'The Russian Avant-Garde and Its Audience: Moscow, 19131, Modernisndmodernity: 
Politics/ Gender IJudgement, vol. 6: 3 (1999), 91-116 (pp. 104 and 95). 
4 Laura Engelstein, The Keys to Happiness: Sex and the Searchfor Modernity in Fin-De-Si&le Russia 
(Ithaca and London: Cornell UP, 1992). 
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intelligentsia and the raznochintsy (typically educated women who were daughters of 

the provincial middle classes, civil servants, doctors, lawyers, etc. ). Such women 

often participated in metropolitan social and cultural life. They had an active interest 

in a broad range of the arts. In view of ticket prices, location and openness to new 

artistic trends, it is most likely that the majority of women who attended Futurist 

events belonged to this category. The third category comprises the wealthier 
bourgeoisie and merchants' wives who had in many ways purchased their social 

status through their husbands' finances. Highly aware of etiquette and decorum 

which could one day grant them acceptance to the next social layer, there is little 

evidence to suggest that women of this third category would have risked their 

reputations by attending Futurist performances before late 1913, when the Futurists 

had gained a wider popularity. The final category of women came from the elite and 

aristocratic classes. Once again, it is very unlikely that such women would have 

attended any Futurist performances, although there is a possibility that a degree of 
interaction took place within the private circles of salons and literary and artistic 

clubs (see fig. 185 for a humorous slant on this notion). 

Women constituted a very visible part of the Futurist audience. As I have noted in 

previous chapters, ll'ia Zdanevich was keen to emphasise the prominent and physical 

role which women had played during the Mishen' debate in Moscow, 1913. 

Kruchenykh referred to the presence of female students at the Vecher rechavortsev 
5 [Evening of Speech-Creators]. Livshits constantly referred to the often intimate 

relationship between females in the audience and male Futurists, and also recorded 
instances where the Futurists organised events for a female student audience or as a 
benefit for their courses. 6 One joumalist reported how a 'young lady' [baryshnia] sat 

on the stage during David Burliuk's lecture in the Tenishevskii Hall, 3 November 

1913,7 while over the following two days, Chukovskii read another lecture 0 

futurizme [Concerning Futurism] at the Women's Medical Institute and the 

Psychoneurological Institute! In her research into the Futurist public, Jane Sharp 

5 Alexei Kruchenykh, Our Arrival: From the History ofRussian Futurism, edited by Vasily Rakitin 
and Andrei Sarabianov (Moscow: RA, 1995), p. 57. 
6 Benedikt Livshits, The One anda Hat(-Eyed Archer, edited by John E. Bowlt (Newtonville: Oriental 
Research Partners, 1977), pp. 167-69. 
7 E. Adamov, 'Na Burliuke', Den, No. 299,4 November 1913, p. 2. 
8 Andrei V. Krusanov, Russkii Avangard. 1907-1932 (Istoricheskii obzor) v trekh tomakh, 3 vols, vol. 
1, Boevoe desiatilefie (St. Petersburg: Novoe literaturnoe obozrenie, 1996), p. 136. 
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draws attention to the issue of increased female engagement in the post-1905 

metropolitan cultural environment and highlights the dominant participatory role 

which women played during Futurist events, including art exhibitions and public 
debates: 

[I]t was the women from the provincial intelligentsia, the damy iz 
mysliashchikh, who especially attracted attention, dominating the lecture 
halls of 1913 in greater numbers than the young men, often overwhelming 
the invisible 'middle bourgeoisie' who so often seem to constitute the 
"public" that is dis araged in avant-garde manifestoes or parodied in the 
contemporary press. 

Evidence from contemporary reviews and social commentaries supports Sharp's 

claim that Futurist debates (to which I would add all Futurist events) were 

predominantly attended by women. 10 Sharp is justified in stating that '[w]omen were 

probably the largest disenfranchised group among the urban population', so that 

'artistic debates and other cultural events were among the more visible arenas in 

which women could express their views as a collective group'. " By contrast, Mark 

Steinberg notes how the 'world of [working]clubs and organized self-education was 

overwhelmingly male' and that 'few women attended the many activities of these 

organizations except the dances'. He explains how '[t]he scarcity of women was due 

partly to the lower levels of female literacy and interest in self-education but also to 

deliberate exclusion - or at least women's justified sense that they were less 

welcome. ' 12 Sites of Futurist performance, therefore, afforded women a rare public 

arena in which their presence, their voice, and according to Zdanevich, their fist 

could be felt and then recorded in the press. Most importantly, in terms of the 

evaluation of the transition of social conventions 'women managed to achieve a type 

9 Sharp, 'The Russian Avant-Garde', p. 95. This claim is supported by a citation from Ser Referi, '0 
lektsiiakh i disputakh', Almanakh verbnogo, bazara: Moskovskii sezon (Moscow: A. A. Levenson, 
1913), pp. 13-15, cited in Sharp, footnote 14. In addition to 'the strong presence of the provincial 
female student population [ ... ], he writes, 'It is difficult to identify the rest of the public: there are not 
that many young men at the lectures. Neither are there many "middle class" people, the complacent 
bourgeois, the well-intentioned man. It is the woman of the intelligentsia who attends in significant 
numbers. ' 
10 Sharp, 'The Russian Avant-Garde', p. 104. See also the press coverage of all major Futurist events 
in Krusanov, Russkii avangard. 
11 Sharp, 'The Russian Avant-Garde', p. 104. The disenfranchisement of women is made explicit in 
Engelstein's work, and through sociological information in James H. Bater, St. Petersburg: 
Industrialisation and Change (London: Edward Arnold, 1976). 
12 Mark D. Steinberg, Proletarian Imagination: Self, Modernity and the Sacred in Russia, 1910-1925 
(Ithaca, New York and London: Cornell UP, 2002), p. 43. It is also quite possible that urban women 
had less leisure time than the male urban population. 
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of representation and accountability from the artist that was denied them elsewhere' 
through their repeated presence, heckling and occasional physical contribution to the 

participatory nature of the performances. 13 

For many years, the conservative guardians of public morals in this male-dominated 

society had preached on the issues of female virtues and the negative effects which 

exposure to the 'wrong' sort of art might have on an impressionable female mind. 14 
15 Contemporary critics were equally dismissive of this 'newly "ferninised" sphere'. 

The engagement of women in the Futurist movement, both as artist and audience, 
flew in the face of the contemporary discourse regarding self-betterment and the 
increasing proliferation of 'fallen women. 16 However, public opinion was not static, 

and as Futurist popularity increased in the wake of the Luna Park performances of 
December 1913, one cartoon, figure 185, even suggested (somewhat tongue-in- 

cheek) that Futurist female supporters, 'Dearest sisters! Street-girls and hooligans 

[ ... ]' be allowed to enter prestigious social salons. But the audience retorts that it is 

more fun at the burliukan'ie [Burliuk-style event]. 

As Natal'ia Goncharova was probably the best known and most respected Russian 

woman avant-garde artist in the period 1910-14, let us consider her impact on the 
development and reception of Russian Futurism. Goncharova was at the very heart 

of Russian Futurism from its early impressionist roots (she exhibited in the 1906 

Salon DAutomne exhibition), through the first recognisable exhibitions of Russian 

avant-garde art (a whole room was devoted to her work in the 1909-10 Zolotoe runo 
exhibition, MOSCOW) '17 and her presence was noted at innumerable Futurist 

performances and events. For many critics, Goncharova was an enigma. She 

embodied the judgement of the two men expressed in the cartoon of figure 186: the 

social demise of a young girl from a respectable family who entered Art School and 

'3 Sharp, 'The Russian Avant-Garde', p. 104. 
14 One caricature in the newspaper Iskra, 1860, depicts two well-dressed young ladies at an art 
exhibition. One is gazing at a painting of a female nude, the other turns away from the painting and 
exclaims 'Let's go Sophie. We shouldn't be looking at such indecent paintings. If Mama were to find 
out, she would be angry. ' See Russian Visual Arts, 
http: //hri. shef. ac. uk/rva/images/iskral860/292a. html, accessed 10.01.05. 
15 Sharp, 'The Russian Avant-Garde', p. 104. 
16 See, for example, Steinberg, pp. 78-79 and 85, and Engelstein, 'From Avant-Garde To Boulevard: 
Literary Sex', The Keys to Happiness, pp. 359-420. 
17 Mary Chamot, Goncharova: Stage Designs andPaintings (London: Oresko Books, 1979), p. 42. 
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became independent-minded. Her personal conduct, theoretical writings and artistic 

success soon earned her a reputation as a motivating force within Futurism who was 

not afraid to speak her mind. In January 1914 the newspaper Moskovskaia gazeta ran 

an article on the theme of 'the eternal feminine' under the title 'From Turgenev to 

Tango'. As Elena Basner notes, 'Goncharova's response is distinguished by its non- 
banality'. Goncharova's article was a rebuke to conservative exhortations that 

women should remain in the past, in traditional gender roles, and an encouragement 
to the striving woman of modem times: 

If men still dream of Turgenevesque young ladies, then they should 
completely give it up. All the charm of these young girls comes from their 
unconscious simplicity, whereas in modem life, simplicity can only be 
conscious. In this case a conscious non-simplicity is preferable. Life as it is 
unfolding nowadays must develop someone who is fiercely rapacious and [at 
the same time] not rapacious enough, who will then easily turn into one who 
is simply rapacious, not very appealing. [ ... ] The very sincere dreams of 
Turgenevesque women are directed more by feelings than by real life, they 
have created a complete fiasco, and in our time, as a reaction, one has a very 
pleasant decadent type of person with an element of insincere sentimentality 
and genuine . mawkishness. [ ... ] Moreover, these same decadent 
Turgenevesque women only exist within a very narrow circle of people - 
nobles, and as time wends its way, these same decadent girls of our era will 
only exist in a small aestheticizing circle and will not have any influence on 
the general course of life in which workers of all social categories will 
participate. 18 

Goncharova put her principles into practice and, according to Sharp, hosted a group 

of workers in her studio in 1913. The fact that the Moskovskaia kopeika, a top- 

selling daily of the Penny Press, reviewed avant-garde exhibitions, including 

Mishen'. also demonstrates the Futurist potential to reach a broad audience within 

the lower classes. 19 

The greatest justification of Goncharova as an icon of Futurism was her phenomenal 
work-rate and the size of her oeuvre, which was surely incomparable to that of any 
other Futurist (despite David Burliuk's claim of a personal output of 10,000 

18 Translated from the French translation of the original Russian, ' "De Tourgeniev au tango. Essai 
d'enqu6te sur 'I'dtemel fdminin' "', Moskovskaid gazeta, No. 297,27 January 1914. Cited in Elena 
Basner, 'La fortune critique de Nathalie Gontcharova dans la presse russe des arindes 1909-14', in 
Natalie Gontcharova, Michel Larionov, edited by Nicole Ouvrard, with the assistance of Martine 
Reyss (Paris: Editions du Centre Pompidou, 1995), pp. 188-94 (193-94). 
19 Sharp, 'The Russian Avant-Garde', p. 94. 
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paintings between 1910 and 1918: see Chapter 1). Significantly, Larionov, the male 
figurehead of Oslinyi khvost, was always keen to market Goncharova's work, 
including her solo exhibition of October 1913 which featured 761 works from 1900 

to 1913 . 
20 As we have seen in Chapter 4, Goncharova's exhibition attracted a wealth 

of analytical art criticism. The volume of her work created such an overwhelming 

experience for the viewer that even Aleksandr Benua felt obliged to adopt a new 

position and declare her rightful place among the canon of master painters. 21 

Interestingly, other critics, such as F. Mukhortov, recognised that Goncharova was 
interested in provocation. 

In general, however, Goncharova remained a problematic figure for the 

contemporary press. On the one hand, Goncharova's output was as prolific as it was 

contentious. Her social status, association with Mir iskusstva and use of strong 

colour, coupled with her folkloric and Primitivist genre scenes, endeared her to more 

conservative critics. Many critics admired her for her instinctive understanding of 

the colour and decorative motifs derived from provincial arts and crafts and 

expressed in her religious and Primitivist paintings(see fig. 187). 22 Others felt that 

she degraded herself with scandalous behaviour (see fig. 188) and too close a 

relationship with the 'barbarians' of the avant-garde. The young Apollon critic, 
Iakov Tugendkhol'd, wrote the following in response to Goncharova's solo 

exhibition: 

Such is Goncharova's talent: the receptivity of a woman; the expressiveness 
of a man; the broad sweep of a Russian; and an intellectual's tendency to 
break down into small details. 23 

20 See, for example, commentary by F. M. [Mukhortov], 'Vystavka N. Goncharovoi. 1913', 
Moskovskaia gazeta, No. 276,30 September 1913, p. 6, and 'Iz pisern N. V. Denisova (syna 
khudozhnika V. I. Denisova) - V. V. Voinovu', 10 October [1913], GRM f. 149; d: 21; 11: 5-6; both 
documents are cited in Natalfla Goncharova: Gody v Rossii, edited by E. B. Basner et al. (St. 
Petersburg: Gosudarstvennyi Russkii muzei, 2002), pp. 296-98. The exact number of works featured 
at Goncharova's Moscow solo exhibition vary in different versions of the exhibition catalogues, from 
761 to 769. 
21 Collected commentary from Ia. A. Tugendkhol'd, A. N. Benua, Rosstsii [A. M. Efros], F. M. 
[Mukhortov], lu. Bocharov, N. V. Denisov, and A. Rostislavov can be found, cited in full in Russian, 
in Nataliia Goncharova, edited by E. B. Basner et al., pp. 291-300. 
22 See for example excerpt from a letter from N. V. Denisov (son of the artist V. 1. Denisov) to V. V. 
Voinov, dated 10 October [1913], and A. Rostislavov, 'Sverkaiushchii talant (Vystavka kartin N. S. 
Goncharovoi). 1914', Rech, No. 80,23 March 1914, p. 5. Both articles are cited in Nataliia 
Goncharova, edited by E. B. Basner et al., pp. 297-99. 
23 'TaKOB TaiiaHT F0Hqap0Bor1, no-)KeHCKH BocnpHHmqHBb1A, nO-MY)KCKH - Bbipa3HTeJ1bHb1A, no- 

PYCCKH - pa3mawHCTb1A H no-im'rejuiHreUCKH - pa3meHHBaiouxHAc3i Ha mejioqH. ', Ia. T-d 
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Contrary to the stereotypical interpretation of a 'feminised sphere' as inferior, 

Goncharova exuded a sense of authority and control in her conduct, theoretical 

writings and artistic endeavours and represented a positive role model for Futurism's 

female followers. She challenged conventional views of femininity in a diverse 

range of contexts. In February 1912, Goncharova appeared, unannounced, dressed in 

black, at the Futurist debate in the Polytechnical Museum, Moscow. According to 

one critic, the rowdy audience drowned out the official speakers. Goncharova 

declared that henceforth all of her art would be associated with Oslinyi khvost alone. 

The audience burst out laughing, but Goncharova is said to have silenced them with 

the following declaration: 'Don't laugh at the name. There will be an exhibition, 

laugh then, but never laugh at the name. ' The same critic wrote, 'there was 

something in her tone that turned the public serious'. 24 Livshits confirms 

Goncharova's dramatic appearance and commanding bearing. Goncharova. then 

explained the aesthetic position of Oslinyi khvost in relation to Bubnovyi valet. 

When she had finished, Larionov stepped up to take her place but the noise from the 

crowd increased, insults, laughter and whistling filled the auditorium and Larionov, 

who was unable to exert the same degree of control on the crowd as Goncharova, 

was forced to leave the stage. 25 Goncharova reinforced her aesthetic position 

through a letter which expanded upon her declaration at the debate, and was later 

published in Protiv techeniia. 26 

Other masculine strategies which Goncharova adopted and used to her advantage 
27 included publicly offering to take Larionov's place in a duel, dressing in masculine 

[Tugendkhol'd], Apollon, No 8,1913, pp. 71-73. Cited in Nataliia Goncharova, edited by Basner et 
al., pp. 292-93. 
24 B. Sh[uiskii], 'Moskva, Khudozhestvennyi Disput', Protiv lecheniia, No. 22,18 February 1912, p. 
3. 
25 See B. Sh[uiskii], "Moskva, Khudozhestvennyi Disput", and Livshits, The One and a HaIr-Eyed 
Archer, pp. 82-84. 
26 N. Goncharova, 'Pis'mo N. Goncharovoi' (Letter to the editor), Protiv techeniia, No. 23,3 March 
1912, p. 3. Goncharova was not the only female who used the press as a medium for public debate. In 
response to Benua's scathing attack on David Burliuk and other Futurist 'ignorant violators of art' 
('Kubizm ili kukushizm? ', Rech, 23 November 1912), Ol'ga Rozanova wrote an essay entitled 'The 
Bases of the New Creativity and Reasons Why It Is Misunderstood' [Osnovy novogo tvorchestva i 
prichiny ego neponimaniia], Soluz molodezhl, St. Petersburg, No. 3,1913, pp. 14-22. Cited by John 
Bowlt in Livshits, The OneAndA Hat(-Eyed Archer, p. 94, footnote 14. 
27 Sar., 'V "Rozovom fonare"', Stolichnaid molva, No. 333,21 October 1913, p. 6, 'Goncharova then 
appears on the stage, "I gave this man a slap (gesturing toward Shreider). And I challenge him to a 
duel. I will take Larionov's place! "' An anonymous journalist explained that Shreider made the 
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clothing (see fig. 189) and challenging gender boundaries by encouraging the 

Futurist fashion manifestoes and participating in body-painting. Such actions invited 

harsh criticism, humorous caricatures (fig. 190) and, most of all good marketing. 

One critic seemed particularly shocked that Goncharova, an intelligent woman, 

f g. 9). 2 could carry out a vengeful act against a man, by painting his face (see 18 The 

same deep-seated fear that women were gaining the upper hand and were subjecting 

male models to acts of female vengeance had been expressed by the critic Breshko- 

Breshkovskii in April 1911 against the artist Anna Zel'manova: 

[I]n Te Fauconnier style' she has painted the Portrait of a young man. It 
turns out that this is a real person for his initials are noted. But Ms 
Zel'manova has taken fierce revenge on the young man who so trustfully, 
suspecting no treachery, posed for her. 29 

These comments by Breshko-Breshkovskii and Korch demonstrate the challenge 

which women Futurist artists presented to the specifically gendered set of art 

practices which had been established in Russia, through the system of Academies 

and the politics of provision of funding and exhibition space, and which limited 

women's role within art. Most importantly, many of the women artists were both 

talented and financially independent. Secondly, gallery owners such as Dobychina 

and Mikhailova played a pivotal role in promoting and selling all avant-garde art. 
Thirdly, what distinguishes Russian Futurist art of this period from the European 

avant-garde is the fact that women Futurist artists depicted urban spaces traditionally 

gendered masculine; a reversal of the general European modernist practice in which 
men artists would frequently depict women at work in the countryside, or in places 
of entertainment, as waitresses, dancers, or prostitutes. 

mistake of referring to Goncharova as Mrs. Larionov. Goncharova, was clearly offended and slapped 
him across the face. Schreider then demanded satisfaction from Larionov. See Anon, 'Ochevidtsy o 
skandale (Iz besed)', Rannee utro, No. 243,22 October 1913, p. 6. 
28 E. Korch [sic], 'Vystavka N. S. Goncharovoi', Golos Moskvy, No. 225,1 October 1913, p. 6. Cited 
in Basner, Ta fortune critique de Nathalie Gontcharova', p. 188. 
29 N. Breshko-Breshkovskii, 'Vystavka soiuza molodezhi', Birzhevye vedomosti, No. 12268,13 April 
1911, p. 6. Cited in Jeremy Howard, The Union of Youth: An Artists' Society of the Russian Avant- 
Garde (Manchester: Manchester UP, 1992), p. 89. Anna Zel'manova was married to the writer 
Valerian Chudovskii. She contributed to Soiuz molodezhi exhibitions and according to Livshits 'was a 
woman of uncommon beauty' and a 'born salon hostess'. See Livshits, The One and a Ha6r-Eyed 
Archer, p. 223. If this were true, then, one imagines that Breshko-Breshkovskii would have felt more 
comfortable had Zel'manova acted as the model, rather than the artist of the painting. 
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Goncharova, for example, not only painted religious and provincial scenes such as 
Kosari [Scythers] (1911 - fig. 192), which depicted three men striding along with 
their scythes across their shoulders, or Sbor plodov [Fruit Picking] tetraptych (1908), 
depicting women dressed in colourful provincial attire harvesting apples, but she 
also painted scenes such as Piushchle vino [Wine Drinkers] (1911, fig. 19 1) and 
Kuril'shchik (stil' podnosnoi zhivepisi) [Smoker (in the style of tray-painting)] 
(1911, fig. 193). The final two paintings depict men in masculine settings and are 
both characterised by Goncharova's monumental style. Piushchie vino depicts five 

men seated around a long table with white tablecloth, hams, possibly fruit and 
enormous flagons of wine. Goncharova used crude bruslistrokes and a palette of 
primary colours to bring the painting to life. The red curtain in the background 

emphasises the theatrical setting and attracts the spectator's eye. These men are 
clearly figures to be viewed, in this case by the female gaze. However, the subjects 
avoid the eye of the viewer (with the possible exception of the man to the far right) 
and continue in their animated conversation, moving within the constraints of their 
heavy golden outline. Perhaps because Goncharova used the same artistic style to 

paint religious scenes during this period, Piushchie vino seems to suggest a 
reference to The Last Supper, a truly masculine environment which was hidden from 

the female gaze. 

The subject of Goncharova's Kuril'shchik fills the picture space of the canvas (100 x 
81 cm). Again the female gaze has entered into masculine territory. The man sits at a 
table with white tablecloth, probably in a caf6 or a bar, with a pipe in his heavy 

sculptured hand. Like the subjects of Piushchie vino the man has been sculpted 
from geometric shapes, although the pale tones and smooth surfaces suggest a 
likeness to stone, rather than wood. Crude brushstrokes and strong lines and 
contrasting shades produce a lasting impression on the viewer. Unlike, say, Edgar 
Degas's depiction of women in bars including LAbsinthe (1876) or Les Femmes 
devant un cafi, le soir (1877), where the women are being spied upon and are not 
aware of the artist-spectator, Goncharova's male subject challenges the artist-viewer 
with large dark eyes and a direct stare. Goncharova is fully engaged with her subject. 
Her presence is felt in the painting, not as flaneuse but as the absent collocutor or 
'Other'. 
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OFga Rozanova's V kafe [In a Cafd] (fig. 194) also takes us into the perceived 

masculine territory of a cafd. The viewer is presented with a Matisse-like decorative 

backdrop in bright, cheerful colours and the two-dimensional figures of a man and 

woman at a green table. The figures are painted with fluid curves and crude 
bruslistrokes reminiscent of children's drawings. Rozanova's interpretation of the 

cafd scene debunks the myth of the location as a predominantly masculine territory. 

Although the depicted woman with red hair, red scarf, and elaborate hat is likely to 

be a prostitute, Rozanova has painted her as a strong, happy, upright figure with a 

smile on her face and a glass in her hand, comfortable in her surroundings. The bowl 

of fruit and plate of food which separates the couple symbolises the many 'fruits' on 

offer at this establishment. The man, however, seems utterly lost, defenceless in his 

shirtsleeves and waistcoat. He sits with his head in his hands, shielding his face from 

the viewer. This is not Larionov's self-assured 'Provincial Dandy' nor the male 

customer from Kel'nersha but a display of male impotence in the presence of female 

confidence. 

Through paintings such as these, women Futurist artists opened the door of 

traditional male-gendered public spaces to the female gaze. In the nineteenth 

century, women in metropolitan Europe were often restricted to the private domestic 

sphere, and men, generally, populated the public sphere. As Pollock notes, '[a]s both 

ideal and social structure, the mapping of the separation of the sphere for women and 

men on to the division of public and private was powerfully operative in the 

construction of a specifically bourgeois way of life [ ... ]'. She notes how it was both 

unfamiliar and morally dangerous for bourgeois women to mingle with the crowds in 

town and 'it had been argued that to maintain one's respectability, closely identified 

with femininity, meant not exposing oneself in public. ' In essence, a single woman 

seen in public on her own, especially in the evening, would often be taken for a 

prostitute. 30 For the first time, St. Petersburg and Moscow were populated by a large 

number of single, working females. Whilst a gender imbalance remained in Russian 

metropolitan life and culture, many perceived social and artistic boundaries and 

encouraged their female audience to do the same. Futurist women artists challenged 

30 Pollock, 'Modernity and the Spaces of Femininity', p. 130. 
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their subject matter through artistic technique, personal conduct and influence within 
the Russian avant-garde. 

In 1914 Goncharova produced her series of Misticheskie obrazy voiny [Mystical 

Images of War] in which she appropriated the ultimate masculine nationalistic 

artistic role, the depiction of Russia at war. The images were a response to the 
horrors of the First World War. Whilst the Italian Futurists celebrated the war as the 
definitive expression of the power and dynamism of the machine, the Russian 

Futurists suffered personal loss through active service. Basing the images on 
traditional Russian icon and lubok practices, Goncharova successfully integrates 

Futurist elements of dynamism with a nationalistic sentiment of Mother Russia as 

protector and fighter. The powerful impression of the fourteen lithographs confirms 
Goncharova's enormous talent as a graphic artist. The choice of subject matter 

reflects her awareness of the power of technology in the modem world, but this 

dynamism is balanced with iconic nationalist symbols which are drawn in a Neo- 

Primitivist manner where strong lines complement the contrast of black and white. 
Thus guardian angels intermingle with aeroplanes (fig. 195a), lines of flying angels 

accompany marching soldiers (fig. 195b), soldiers are greeted with an apparition of 
the Madonna and Child (fig. 195c), and the double-headed white Imperial Eagle kills 

the German black eagle (fig. 195d). 

Contemporary newspaper articles and caricatures (see fig. 126) record the many 

ways in which 'young ladies and hysterical women' became actively involved in the 

Futurist fashion of body painting. 31 Interviews by Larionov also describe the ways in 

which anyone, but particularly women, it would seem, could be a 'walking' or 
'mobile' object of Futurist art. The whole concept of the Futurists joining art with 
life in this manner fed the prevailing contemporary culture of fear for moral 

standards and particularly female virtues. The public exposition of body-painting 

was carried out in defiance of this dominant discourse. On 2 April 1913, for 

example, a public lecture took place entitled "'The Keys to Happiness" by A. 

Verbitskaia and the Contemporary Ethics of Feminism'. 32 This lecture included 37 

31 Anon, ' "Raskrashermye Moskvichi"', Moskovskaia gazeta, No. 274,16 September 1913, p. 5. 
32 TsGIA f. 569: op: 13; d: 1032,11: 133-34. This is advertising material which was cleared by the 
gradonachal'nik. 
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separate points for discussion, from 'Evolution and anarchy in the sphere of ethics 

and ugly forms', 'Egoism as the basis of dissonance in life', 'The reason for the 

offensive [opolchenie] against Verbitskaia and the struggle with the feminist 

movement', to 'The beauty of good and the beauty of evil'. Susan Bennett's 

explanation of the concept of 'frame-breaking' may further explain the horror which 

was felt by many critics towards acts which could only be interpreted as overtly 

sexual, and therefore degrading. Unlike reading, which 'is the most private of 

pleasures', or the cinema, where 'the product of consumption remains at a distance', 

in performance 'little overt sexuality is permitted on stage because the audience 
knows that what happens to the character also happens to the actor. ' 33 So when the 

Russian public exploited this rupture of traditional proxemic relations and painted 
itself or 'offered up their chests to Larionov' as one critic put it, the audience 

essentially became performers in the most active, potentially provocative and 
liberating manner; liberating because the body-painting constituted an explicitly 

public, almost carnivalesque act, rather than a fetishistic practice carried out in 

private. Many critics, however, considered those who practised body-painting to 

have severely degraded themselves. For them, the public's association with Futurism 

represented the negative connotations of prostitution, debauchery, hooliganism, fear 

of breaking away from societal cultural norms. 

Hooflganism and Fear 

As identified in Chapter 4, critics had been quick to couple Futurism and its 

followers with pejoratives. In the sensitive political era which proceeded from the 

events of 1905, the Futurists and their supporters were frequently perceived in the 

press as rebels, debauched anarchists, and barbarians who represented the lower 

depths of civilised society and the fear of the middle classes. Jeremy Howard writes 

that by the fourth exhibition of Soiuz molodezhi in January 1912, jm]ost [critics] 

took the view that the exhibits were united by their dullness and immaturity, 

33 Susan Bennett, Theatre Audiences: A Theory ofProduction andReception (London and New York: 
Routledge, 1997), pp. 152-54. Some of the quotation cited above includes Bennett's own citation of 
the work of Richard Schechner. 
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interpreting coarseness as an attempt to shock that was already outdated'. 34 However, 

a public lecture by Dr. E. P Radin, scheduled for 21 January 1914, was entitled 
'Futurism and Madness' and indicates the impact that Futurism had exerted on 

metropolitan society in the intervening years (fig. 196) . 
35 As Futurism reached its 

peak in the 1913-14 season and drew audiences from a wide cross-section of the 

public, many critics were fearful of its far-reaching, negative influence. 

Hooliganism and theatre had enjoyed a long association in the spectacle of Russian 

carnival. However, the perception of Futurist-related theatrical hooliganism also had 

its precursors in the Tsarist institution of the Imperial theatres. Murray Frame's 

description of the Imperial theatres at the turn of the century cites the theatres as 

positive targets for demonstrations. According to Frame, these symbols of Tsarist 

power provided the perfect conservative targeted audience and a relatively safe 

environment, which was 'safer than parading through the streets, especially after 
Bloody Sunday'. In addition, Frame notes howthere always remained the possibility 

of spontaneous, unplanned demonstrations in the auditoria, particularly during 

moments of high drama both on stage and in the streets', a practice which 

contributed to the later audience participation during Futurist performance. 36 In 

accordance with government initiatives to monitor and quell any potential subversive 

elements in society, the secret police, the Okhrana, had always maintained a presence 
in the theatres. 'Most of the seats reserved for the Okhrana were located in the upper 

reaches of the theatre where radicals were more likely to be, that is, in the cheaper, 
non-subscription seats frequented by students, some workers, and members of the 
intelligentsia' (see fig. 197). 37 In this highly segregated public arena, each section 
was clearly on display to its 'Other'. In another move which pre-empted later 

Futurist strategies, representatives of students of the Conservatory presented a 

socialist manifesto to the authorities of the Mariinskii Imperial Theatre. When the 
demands of this manifesto were dismissed, the students created a full-scale scandal in 

the auditorium nine days later. After the second act, someone shouted 'Down with 
the autocracy! ' According to Frame, this caused an uproar and chaos ensued. Fear of 

34 Howard, The Union of Youth, p. 104 and footnote 2. 
35 TsGIA, f. 569; op: 13; d: 1030; 1: 247. Incidentally, the tickets for this lecture were not cheap at 50 
kopeks to 5 rubles, suggesting that the lecture was aimed at a broad middle-class audience. 36 Frame, p. 122. 
37 Frame, p. 123. 
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a violent demonstration caused panic, the audience tried to exit, officers drew their 

sabres, and then bombs and grenades were spotted in the stalls and fighting broke 

out. 
38 

Dissent in the theatrical environment was not the territory of students alone. 
Outraged by the offensive decision to open the Imperial theatres on the evening of 
Bloody Sunday, 1905, the writers Dmitrii Merezhkovskii, Zinaida Gippius and 

Dmitrii Filosofov approached Petr Gnedich, artistic director of the Aleksandrinskii 

Theatre, on behalf of their Religious Philosophical Society. Their request to stop the 

performance was refused. However, heckling and shouting from the auditorium had 

the desired effect. V. A. Teliakovskii, Director of the Imperial Theatres, 'decided it 

was impossible for the performance to continue and money was refunded to 

patrons'. 39 

Expressions of political and personal opinion characterised the reception of 

performances in all theatres. Anthony Swift records the impact of current affairs on 

theatre performances: 'With applause, whistles, hissing, and booing, audiences 

sanctioned or condemned the texts that were being performed, turning theatre 

auditoriums into symbolic parliaments and sometimes provoking the police to 

intervene. AO 

These few examples demonstrate the theatrical and social context in which Futurism 

emerged. In order to appreciate why Futurist performance was so appealing to a 

relatively broad section of society and why it gained such rapid popularity, it is 

essential that we understand the considerable and recent theatrical heritage which 
identified theatres as urban spaces of personal expression, potential political and 

social subversion, and public debate. 

The problem of hooliganism was debated through the press and public lectures and 

was chiefly associated with the peasantry, the flood of urban migrants and the young. 
The cartoon (fig. 200) 'In the Country' illustrates the division between the peasantry 

38 Frame, pp. 126-27. 
39 Frame, pp. 124-25. 
40 Anthony E. Swift, Popular Theater and Society in Tsarist Russia (Berkeley, Los Angeles and 
London: University of California Press, 2002), p. 95 and footnote 21. 
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and the governmental representatives. It portrays the ignorant masses of the 

bourgeois dark fear. The caption reads, 'They drink vodka, they demand schools, 

they [even] reject automo-bi-les! What sort of culture is accessible to these 

hooligans? Whipping, whipping, and whipping! ! 94 1 The Futurists were soon labelled 

as hooligans as a result of their seemingly uncouth art and behaviour and their appeal 

to the youth. The Futurists had encouraged this public opinion from the outset by 

adopting the insignia of the Jack of Diamonds playing card, which had associations 

with prisoners and denoted an outcast or low-life. 42 The caricatures of David Burliuk 

and Larionov in figures 6,14 and 15 interpret both men as militant thugs. The artist 

has coloured his depiction of Larionov at the Mishen' debate, March 1913, with 

piggish character. Another article suggested that when the audiences were bored with 

the Futurist aesthetic in question, Larionov ignited the crowd with his weightiest 

argument, in other words, his fist. 43 The humorous cartoons of figures 121,198 and 

199 align the Futurists with the lowest elements of society. Figure 121 shows a snub- 

nosed socially upwardly-mobile peasant in his straw hat and checked jacket, who 

declares his feeling of status since he became a Futurist. The caption of the cartoon 

of figure 198 from the conservative paper, Peterburgskaia gazeta, suggests that the 

concept of Futurism was borrowed from the lower classes. However the two rough- 

looking men state that although the Futurists may be imitating them, it does not suit 

them. Figure 199 also shows two men, dressed in rags and one in ladies footwear. 

They are leaning against an advertising poster for a Futurist debate. The caption 

reads as follows 

-3rl, MHTIOxa, 6pocarl, 6paT, cTpeJIATb, - Hey, Mitia, mate, give up that begging, 
HOCWHM JIY'qlUe B ýYTYPHCTM: We'd be better off with the Futurists: 
rOBOPAT - nPHUIRLHee! They say it's more profitable! 
-TaK-TO TaK, ga 60JIbHO y-&e OHO 3a3OpHO! -That's as may be, but that would really 

be hitting rock bottom! 

Joan Neuberger has written at length on the parallels between Futurism and 
hooliganism. According to Neuberger: 

41 Anon, IV derevne', Stolichnaia Molva, No. 333,21 October 1913, p. 4. 
42 See G. G. Pospelov, Buhnovyi Valet: Primitiv i gorodskoifol'klor v moskovskoi zhivopisi 1910-kh 
gdov (Moscow: Sovetskii khudozhnik, 1990), pp. 99-102, and Chapter 2. 
3 N., 'Khudozhestvennye vesti. Disput I'M ishen"', Utro Rossii, No. 70,24 March 1913, p. 5. 
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[t]he hooligans' and Futurists' outrageous behaviour attracted attention 
specifically because their exhibitions were public phenomena and because 
they used public space in new ways. They adopted street theatre as a medium 
because they understood (though again not necessarily consciously) the ways 
in which public performance (like style, clothing, and manners) defined 
people and identified them with a set of values. 44 

The newspaper Peterburgskala gazeta 'told the story of a drunkard who broke a 

shop window with his walking stick and when taken to the police station and 

charged, pleaded that he was a futurist! The report concluded that it didn't much 

matter whether or not he really was a futurist because "Hooligans and futurists are 
45 one and the same! "'. Hooliganism was witnessed in the destructive force of 

Russian and European Futurism, which, according to the critic Suddukei, destroyed 

everything [in artistic terms] but did not offer anything in return to fill the gap. 46 

Richard Stites highlighted the shared 'theatricality and socially iconoclastic 

energies' of street hooliganism and [Russian] 'avant-garde provocations in cafd 

performances'. 47 The most theatrical of Russian Futurist icons was surely Vladimir 

Maiakovskii, the archetypal young rebellious provincial who had come to Moscow 

and whose antics seem to cause controversy and scandal wherever he went. Sharp 

writes, 'he was a dangerous parody of the youthful provincial viewers who were his 

48 public - and he was their idol, their role model'. Whilst the spread of hooliganism 

was perceived in the Futurist supporters who participated in face and body painting, 

one feuilletonist suggested a darker side, that Rasputin himself was at work among 

the art of Bubnovyi valet and Oslinyi khvost. 49 

The most notorious act of hooliganism, which some blamed on the influence of 
Futurism, occurred when a man called Abram Balashev slashed Il'ia Repin's 

painting, Ivan the Terrible and His Son Ivan, at the Tret'iakov Gallery, Moscow. 

The event attracted a plethora of artistic and social commentary. The newspapers 

44 Joan Neuberger, 'Culture Besieged: Hooliganism and Futurism', in Cultures in Flux, edited by 
Frank and Steinberg, pp. 185-203 (p. 186). 
45 'Prodelka futurista', Peterburgskaia gazeta, No. 4 1,11 February 1914, p. 5, cited in Parton, p. 74. 
46 Saddukei, ' "Budushchniki"', Moskovskaia gazeta, No. 243,25 March 1913, p. 3. 
47 Richard Stites, Russian Popular Culture: Entertainment and Society Since 1900 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge UP, 1992), p. 10. 
48 Sharp, 'The Russian Avant-Garde', p. 108. 
49 An eight-verse rhyme by Ara which mocked Bubnovyi valet and Oslinyi khvost was published as 
'Oslinokhvostie' in Golos Moskvy, 15 February 1912. Cited in full in Evgenii Kovtun, Mikhail 
Larionov, 1881-1964 (St. Petersburg: Avrora, 1998), pp. 55-56. 
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featured commentaries on the event, Repin's reactions, photographs of the slashed 

painting with Repin standing by, and psychiatric analyses of the perpetrator. One 
interview with Repin, however, ignited a fervent and hard-fought debate. Repin 

stated, categorically, that his painting was slashed as a result of the influence of 
Burliuk and his new art, Burliuk's whipping up of a social frenzy, calling the 
ignorant masses to war, and his declaration of the need to destroy old art. Rcpin 
declared, in the words of Shchedrin, ' "There are dirty goings-on, a barbarian walks 

on, who has no God, no religion, no counsel, who will destroy paintings, statues and 

other valuable works of art on his path [to his new art]"' . 
50 Although one report 

stated that Balashev had been certified as a psychiatric patient, and Maksimilian 

Voloshin published an article which discussed the extreme and adverse 

psychological effects of Repin's painting on [the victim] Balashev, 51 a public debate 

was organised in which Repin and Burliuk could both put their own cases forward. 

This took place on 12 February 1913 at the Polytechnical Museum, Moscow, and 

attracted a large crowd. 52 This episode is significant to the development of Russian 

Futurism because it brought the artistic movement to the public's attention at a 

pivotal moment, at the beginning of Futurism's most popular year. The event 
attracted opinion from all quarters of the public. Although interest in Futurism was 

motivated through an act of hooliganism, rather than a positive art review, the 
incident proved that 'there is no such thing as bad publicity'. Through a stroke of 
luck, as some would perceive it, the Futurists found themselves at the centre of the 

public agenda. 

The Repin incident, as with all references to contemporary hooliganism, fanned the 
fears of the middle classes. During a period of intense competition for public space 

the middle classes feared the influx of debauched, drunken, loutish provincials into 

the city centres, particularly at the weekend, for two main reasons: the social unrest 

and upheaval which they caused on the one hand, and on the other the instability of 

the social status of the middle classes and the thin boundaries that separated some of 

the them, the poluintellgentsiia for example, from this provincial 'Other'. 

50 This article, 'Beseda s 1. E. Repinym', was one of a clutch of articles published under the title 
'Neschact'e v Tret'iakovskoi galleree', Utro Rossii, No. 15,18 January 1913, p. 2. 
51 Maksimilian Voloshin, '0 smysle katastrofy, postigshei kartinu Repina', Utro Rossii, No. 16,19 
January 1913, p. 2. 
52 See Krusanov, pp. 76-77 for press commentary this event. 
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Petrovskaia notes how office workers, civil servants and their families, students and 
the military frequented the theatre on weekdays. The pattern of leisure of the lower 

classes, servants and the working classes, however, was more restricted by the long 

working day, so they would usually visit the theatre on holidays and Sundays. She 

also notes how up to 10,000 people would congregate for a guliane, whereas Swift 

notes how the St. Petersburg Governor-General N. V. Kleigels alluded to an 
'invasion' of up to 3 0,000.53 It is possible, therefore, that the advertised Futurist 

weekend lectures drew more people from the working classes than their weekday 

public lectures. 

People's Houses had been established to educate and civilise the lower sections of 

society, and indeed many preferred this setting as a place where they felt at home 

and did not have to put on the airs and graces which were required for other 

theatrical establishments. However, People's Houses were often criticised as dens of 

iniquity where the debauched patrons indulged in alcohol and raucous behaviour and 

women's virtue was at risk. Swift cites one journalist, N. Shebuev, who stated that 

the rowdy and anti-social behaviour of those who frequented the People's Houses 

was due to the people's custom of drinking heavily before their arrival, or smuggling 
in vodka for more lethal alcoholic concoctions. 54 There is no reason to believe that 

55 some members of the Futurist audience, that 'thousand-eyed monster" did not 
indulge in the same custom, particularly those members of the audience who had 

come specifically for the spectacle of scandal. One humorous anecdote entitled 
'Future Russia' referred to Futurism's far-reaching influence. The journalist 0. 

Savinich writes how Futurism has transformed men: 

They are no longer content to build their own dachas and cottages in the 
countryside, but instead embark on skyscrapers. They have exchanged 
their cow, dog, chicken, and so on, for the purring of the automobile so 
that they can enjoy its charming symphony. Their plain traditional 
clothing has been replaced by a shiny top hat, yellow jacket and sandals. 
Their necks are painted a canary yellow and their cheeks, foreheads, etc., 
have all been individually painted. Only one thing has not changed in the 
Russian man - he doesn't pay his taxes and he complains about his lack of 

53 1. Petrovskaia, Teatr i zritel'rossffskikh stolits, 1895-1917 (Leningrad: Iskusstvo, 1990), p. 73; and 
SWiftý P* 159. 
54 SWift" p. 174. 
55 Sharp, 'The Russian Avant-Garde', p. 95. 
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land. Futurism is powerless to change this element of the Russian 
muzhik. 56 

The fear of pornography, which was associated with hooliganism, underpinned much 

criticism of Futurist work. In August 1913 Goncharova and Larionov illustrated the 

poet Bol'shakov's long poem Le Futur. However, it 'was subsequently confiscated 
by the police on account of its pornographic imagery', namely the representation of 

prostitution. 57 Larionov's Venus Series, including Boulevard Venus (1913, fig. 20 1), 

drew frequent negative critical responses. Boulevard Venus is a complex painting 

which not only demonstrates Larionov's engagement with the dynamism of Italian 

Futurism, Cubism and his own Rayonist style, but also reveals his interest in new 
forms of visual perception, scientific experimentation and the invention of the x-ray. 
A similar interest in dynamic movement, visual perception and artistic representation 
is witnessed in Marcel Duchamp's Nude Descending a Staircase, No. 2 (1912, fig. 

58 202) which also shocked audiences when it was exhibited in New York in 1913. In 

Larionov's Boulevard Venus the movement of the prostitute is shown through her 

multiple legs, some spread-eagled, and multiple perspectives. Her semi-transparent 

clothing reveals a corset, undergarments, naked breasts and suggestions of her 

vagina, the symbol of her trade. She appears to be hurrying down the street, in a 
determined manner, perhaps even going to the shops, rather than plying her trade. As 

in the rest of the Venus Series, Larionov refuses any moral judgement on his subject. 
The over-riding fear for the painting's spectator is that this painting with its bright 

cheerful primary colours might represent the hidden trade of many supposedly 

respectable women who occupied the urban streets and perhaps visited a Futurist 

lecture. Pavel Filonov's drawings in the Futurist publication Rykaiushchii Parnas 

[Roaring Parnassus] in 1913 also attracted the eye of the censor, and the publication 
59 was 'confiscated as soon as it appeared'. 

The Futurist film Kabare Futuristov No. 13 provided another format of perceived 
Futurist pornography. The film, which unfortunately no longer exists, depicted a day 

560. Savinich, 'Futur-Rossiia', Utro Rossii, No. 236,13 October 1913, p. 5. 
57 Parton, p. 63. 
58 Philadelphia Museum of Art, Modern and Contemporary Art, 
http: //www. philamuseum. org/collections/modem-contemporary/1950-134-59. shtmi, accessed 
13.01.05. 
59 Livshits, The One and a Haý'-Eyed Archer, p. 169. 
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in the life of Futurists. The still of figure 203 shows one of the last scenes of the 

film. According to Camilla Gray, '[t]his picture shows Larionov, his eyes painted 

with green tears and his hair combed over his face, with Goncharova in his arms, 
hair flowing and with a bawdy face drawn over her face and breast'. 60 The still alone 

provokes multiple readings concerning gender, ritual, power, superstition and 

contemporary philosophical trends, the status of artists in society, the transgression 

of class and gender boundaries (particularly in view of Goncharova's status as 

educated, successful female artist who could trace her family heritage to Pushkin), 

and so on. 

Again, it is essential that we understand this perceived pornography in its 

contemporary context. As in most European cities, there was a thriving trade in 

6suggestive' and 'erotic' postcards in the 1910s. In theatre, Stites points to the 

popularity of gypsies and of tsyganshchina [gypsy song] which were played in the 

intimate setting of the cabaret. He describes how 'the gypsy idiom contained violent 

and rhythmically exotic flourishes of uncontrolled passion - intimations of sex, 
hysteria, flights of fancy, and floods of champagne'. He also makes reference to 

'foreignism' and 'pornography' in 'Estrada' as early as 1908, which became 'a 

hallmark of [contemporary] urban popular culture'. 61 At the same time, in his 

discussion of the contemporary cinema, Yuri Tsivian refers not only to the "'Parisian 

genre" film (or pornographic pictures, to be frank)', but also gives detailed 

descriptions of the architecture of the cinema which promoted a highly-charged 

intimate environment, in addition to a section which focuses on the association of the 

cinema with the prostitute. 62 

If the Futurists were creating pornography, they were only contributing to an 

established market. The authorities objected to the way in which perceived Futurist 

pornography transcended class and social boundaries and appeared within the lofty 

realms of high culture, namely art exhibitions and literature, which were also openly 

accessible to any buying public. Furthermore, the graffiti and profanity of Futurist 

60 Camilla Gray, The Russian Experiment in Art, 1863-1922 (London: Thames and Hudson, 1986), p. 
116. 
61 Stites, pp. 13 and 2 1. 
62 Yuri Tsivian, Early Cinema in Russia and Its Cultural Reception, edited by Richard Taylor 
(Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1998), pp. 24-25, pp. 35-38. 
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art had found its way onto people's faces, their bodies, and even their breasts. The 

moral guardians' fear increased as these mobile art subjects were then able to cross 

physical boundaries, and by their very presence, cause havoc in and defile specific 
locations. 

Public fear is reflected in the severe criticism which the art and antics of the 
Futurists provoked. Breshko-Breshkovskii wrote of the "'misshapen figures" 

deformed "by some kind of malignant boil and loose-hanging stomachs and 
breasts"'. 63 In 1911, M. P-rov wrote of the 'complete unbridledness in the absurd 
daubs of paint and the disfigurement of depiction'. 64 And Bowlt cites one 

anonymous correspondent who wrote that a 'disgraceful, brazen, and talentless can- 

can reigns dissolutely in the temple of art, and grimacing and wriggling on its altars 

are these shaggy young guys in their orange shirts and painted physiognomies'. 65 

Futurism embodied so many fears for conservative sections of society. In addition to 

those already mentioned, public fear also manifested itself in the Futurist association 

with Jews, both through its own members and Goncharova's paintings, which, 

according to Mary Chamot, reflected her fascination with their clothing and the 

'solemnity of their bearing' in comparison to the 'carelessness of the Russians' (see 
66 fig. 204). Futurism also preyed on public fears of the profanation of religion and 

religious references. As noted in Chapter 4, the temporary confiscation of 
Goncharova's paintings was motivated by audience reaction, not direct censorship 
from the authorities. Of course social boundaries of etiquette existed which should 

never be crossed, and in the wake of the Futurist disruption of Marinetti's visit to the 
Literaturno-artisticheskii kruzhok [Literary Artistic Circle] in Moscow in February 

1914, Larionov was permanently banned from attending any future meetings. 
'Moreover', according to Parton, 'the Circle introduced a new rule whereby, with the 

63 N. Breshko-Breshkovskii, 'Soiuz molodezhi', Birzhevye vedomosti, No. 11612,13 March 19 10, p. 
6. Cited in Parton, p. 30. 
64 M. P-rov, 'Mir Iskusstva', Moskovskaid gazeta, No. 163,5 December 1911, p. 5. 
65 Anon, 'Opiat' futuristy (vmesto peredovoi)', Akter (Moscow), No. 4,1913, pp. 1-2, cited in John E. 
Bowlt, 'A Brazen Can-Can in the Temple of Art: The Russian Avant-Garde and Popular Culture', in 
Modern Art and Popular Culture: Readings in High and Low, edited by Kirk Varnedoe and Adam 
Gopnik (New York: Museum of Modem Art, Harry N. Abrams, 1990), pp. 13 5-5 8 (p. 142). 
66 Chamot, p. 40. 
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exception of masquerade balls, anyone wearing "fancy dress costumes and with 
drawings on their faces should be barred from entering the premises ! 999.67 

Laughter and Madness 

The riotous actions of the Futurists and their increased public appeal led to a fear in 

some quarters that a general madness was taking hold. Madness and its exterior 

manifestation, laughter, were commonly associated with the theatrical events of the 
Shrovetide carnivals. The carnivals, in turn, were predominantly associated with the 
low grotesque 'Other' of bourgeois fear. Laughter was an omnipresent element in all 
Futurist performances. Either the Futurists, or the audience, or both would resort to 
laughter, whistling and heckling. Mocking, ironic, light-hearted or raucous laughter 

underpinned performances, much Futurist art, and audience and critical reception. 
As we mentioned earlier, the critics were quick to underline the ignorance of the 

gathered Futurist crowd and highlight those occasions when it was not clear why the 

audience was laughing, or who was laughing at whom and why. Laughter was so 

prevalent at Futurist events that Gleb Pospelov cites a perceptive observation by the 

critic, Tugendkhol'd: 

Paris, in essence, has already laughed itself out - nothing can surprise her 
now, Petersburg does not like to laugh loudly out of consideration for good 
taste; Moscow, though, is the opposite, [she] loves it when they make her 
laugh and 'shock' [jpater] her. 68 

The Futurists employed carnival antics to publicise their events. Vladimir Markov 

notes how the Futurist contributors to the Vecher rechavortsev 'walked with painted 
faces among the crowds' of Kuznetskii Most in Moscow, 'reciting futurist poetry'. 
'Even the introverted and shy Livshits paraded with an outlandish necktie and 

handkerchief. Maiakovskii 'paraded along Kuznetskii in a new yellow blouse, made 

by his mother, with a wooden spoon in the button-hole (like the others) and read his 

67 Parton, p. 73. 
68 IrlapH)K B CylUHOCTH y)Ke OTCme3mu - erO Tenepb HHqeM He YAHBHtub, rIeTepGypr He illo6HT 

cmeATbCA rpoMKO H3 coo6pa)KeHHR xopoluerO TOHa; MOCKBa)Ke, Hao6opOT, oqeHb juo6HT, TlTo6bl ed 
cmetuliJU4 H "3naTllpOBajlH"'. Ia. Tugendkhol'd, 'Moskovskie vystavki', Apollon, No. 3,1913., cited 
in Pospelov, pp, 113-14. 
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own poetry in a pleasant, velvety bass voice'. Markov also noted the audience 

reaction. 

The passersby were naturally curious; some of them followed the Futurists 
and spoke to them. One little girl gave Maiakovskii an orange, which he 
began to eat. The crowd, astonished, whispered 'He's eating, he's eating. ' 69 

On another occasion, during their tour of the Provinces in January 1914, 

Maiakovskii, Kamenskii and David Burliuk 'hired fifty little boys to run through the 

city and shout, "The Futurists have come piq7o However, the boys replaced the 

unfamiliarfuturisty withfutbolisty, that is the 'footballers'. By appropriating carnival 

performance and marketing strategies, the Futurists maximised their potential public, 

engaged any onlookers or passers-by directly, and added a lightness of touch and 
humour to their sometimes shocking antics. 

Let us turn briefly to the cartoon of figure 134 which satirised the scandalous 

meeting that took place between Larionov and Konstantin Bal'mont in the Rozovyi 

fonar' cafd in October 1913 .71 The cartoon was printed in the liberal Moscow paper, 
Rannee utro, and exploits the carnival strategies of debunking religion and hierarchy 

to humorous effect. The Symbolist poet is portrayed as a well-groomed and rotund 
dandy. In his left hand he holds the reins of his hobby horse who is crying, whilst a 

young ruffian, Larionov, is shown riding off on his donkey, waving the donkey's tail 
in Bal'mont's direction. The cartoon is entitled 'Pozhelal osla blizhnego svoego... ' 
[He covets his neighbour's ass]. This is a reference to one of the Ten 

Commandments, a jibe at the religious aspect of Russian Symbolism, and, of course, 

a reference to Oslinyi khvost. 72 The cartoon records Bal'mont's (who was, of course, 

a respected cultural figure) address to Larionov on entering the Rozovyi fonar', 

'Everything you do is beautiful. Everything you paint is excellentV. 73 As discussed 

in Chapter 3, Larionov did not return the compliment, but instead is reported as 

69 Markov, p. 133. 
70 Markov, p. 137. 
71 Cartoon printed in Rannee utro, No. 250,30 October 1913, p. 5. 
72 Book of Exodus, chapter 20, vs 17: 'He xcenaR Aoma 6nHxcer0 TBoero; He wenarl X(eHy 6jmwero 
TBoero, HH pa6a ero, HH pa6bIHH ero, HH Bona ero, HH ocna ero, HHqero, WO y 6iiH)Kero CBoero. ' I 
am grateful to Nigel Gotteri for alerting me to this reference. 
73 Another article 'Orozovevshii Bal'mont', Rannee utro No. 243,22 October 1913, p. 6, recorded 
that Bal'mont added how Larionov's painting reminded him of ancient Maoris. 
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'proudly' declaring, 'I was Bal'mont's enemy, but now I consider him something 

else altogether', and in response to the indignant cries 'Larionov grabbed a bottle of 

champagne with a view to throwing it into the audience'. Various journalists 

recorded the 'vulgarity' of the evening, including the audience, who are described as 

either all of gilded Moscow' [vsia pozolochennaia Moskva] (denoting the vulgar 

petit-bourgeoisie) or as low-lives, part of the concealed vulgarity which had crawled 

out and returned in its full glory [spriatavshaiaia poshlost' vypolzala i razvernulas' 

vo ves'svol rost]. The sound of breaking crockery was heard. The audience jostled, 

heckled, whistled and generally caused chaos in what Molot termed a 'fourth-rate 

canteen'. 74 

Underneath the sketch the cartoonist penned a rhyme which he 'attributes' to 

Bal'mont: 'Alas! Pegasus is getting old. I He has had the decadent stuffing knocked 

out of him ... I Oh, Futurist, spite your fatel Change places with me... ' In this 

carnivalesque cabaret setting, Bal'mont is ridiculed as an outmoded figure with a 

pitiful wooden hobby horse who longs for the public acclaim and dynamism of the 

arrogant and scandalous, yet popular Larionov on his charging donkey. 

The importance of laughter in performance was made explicit in 1914. In addition to 

the aforementioned lecture on 'Futurism and Madness', the famous Russian clown 

Anatolii Durov applied to the gradonachal'nik's office for permission to give a 

public lecture on 5 January 1914 in the Chinizelli Circus, entitled 'On Laughter and 

the Pagan Priests of Laughter'. 75 The first part of the programme offered information 

concerning the physiological nature of laughter, its individuality and dependence on 

each person and their relative surroundings, various qualities of laughter, and so 

forth. The second half of the programme offered an analysis of specific types of 

laughter, from spontaneous laughter, the role and meaning of laughter in different 

areas in life, and a detailed description of the different types of laughter to be found 

74 For this and the preceding quotations, see Molot, 'Moskovskii den", and Dovle., 'Shabash 
Futuristov. Skandal v kabare 'Rozovyi fonar', Larionov vyzvan na duel", both in Rannee utro, No. 
243,22 October 1913, p. 6. 
75 TsGIA f. 569; op: 13; d: 96 'Perepiska s prosheniiami i zaiavleniiami raznykh lits o razreshenii 
ustroistva lektsii vechera i sobranii', 11: 26-29. Another clown from the State Circus, Lazarenko, 
worked closely with the Futurists in many productions. RoseLee Goldberg notes how Maiakovskii 
worked with Lazarenko in the film I Want to Be a Futurist, which was the Futurist sequel to Drama in 
Cabaret No. 13. See Goldberg, Performance, 4rt. - From Futurism to the Present (London: Thames and 
Hudson, 1988), p. 33. 
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in the arts. 76 1 would suggest that the Futurists were acutely aware of the 

manipulative power of laughter and therefore frequently employed it to great effect, 
in their use of double-entendres in their writing, performance and the paintings 
discussed. One should not forget Velimir Khlebnikov's famous zaum' poem, 
Zakliatie smekhom [Incantation of Laughter], 1909. These twelve lines included 

many real and zaum'variations on the root of the word for laughter, smekh. 77 

Laughter, of course, is dependent upon the mutual capacity of artist and audience to 

read specific codes. The enjoyment of these semiotic symbols not only forms a 

relationship between artist and audience, but also specifically excludes the other, 

unenlightened members of the audience. The ability to understand the humour of 

Futurism, whether it be referenced in art or performance, created a cult following 

among a section of the public. The cult was encouraged through Larionov's 

invitation to the public in the autumn of 1913 to engage with the fashion for 

Futurism of clothing, face and body-painting, shaving one's beard and even Futurist 

food! An article published in Den', I December 1913, on the eve of the first Futurist 

Luna Park production testifies to the cult following which Futurism was enjoying at 

the peak of its popularity. The article is in fact a skit based on the unexpectedly 

banal fates of leading Futurists. The skit is entitled 'Poslednii futurist. (Stsenka 

zavtrashnego dnia)' [The Last Futurist: A Scene from Tomorrow]. Ile author 

describes how a small man in the frockcoat of the Ministry of Public Education 

tapped him on the arm and asked, somewhat offended, 'Do you not know me? 

Kruchenykh. Remember? ' The author searches his memory and Kruchenykh 

reminds him, that he [Kruchenykh] was the former leader of Ego-Futurism, which, 

in its time, thundered [gremefl across the whole of Russia. ' The journalist, 0. L. 

D'Or, indeed remembers and recites a parodied zaum' poem. Kruchenykh is 

delighted and says yes, it is his poem. He then reminisces about the seemingly 

76 The second half of the programme reads as follows: 'Cmex cnriaAHI61A Hcmex, Bbl3BaHHbln 
H3BeCTHbIM HCKYCCTBOMcmeLuHTb. 

POJIb H Mafflie cmexa B pa3iiIII]HUX o6nacTjiX)KH3HH H HCKYCCTBa. CaTHpa, HacmeiuKa H HX BJIHAHiie 

Ha BKycbi, nOHATH31 H HacTpoeHHe Tojinbi. HCKYCCTBO Bbl3blBaTb, TBOPHTb cmex. Pa3nn4iie meway 
o6bIKHOUHHUM BecenbnaKOM H KOMIIKOM-apTHCTOM. 

(<Jla6opaTopfl3Icmexa)). KaK pa6oTaIOT OKpetu-i cmexa)) B UIIPKe H Ha TeaTpaJIbHOA cueHe. 
CueffiiLie=e nPHYMEJ KOMHKOB. 

06uxiin 3aKOH COWAaHHA cmexa Ha Bcex cTyneHAX KOMHtieCKorO HCKYCCTBa. ITo4emy (<)KpeuE. 1 
cmexa)) yTpa4HBaIOT HHorAa cnOC06HOCTh cmeATbCq? 3aKmoqeHHe', p. 28. 
" Velimir Khlebnikov, Sobranie sochinenii v trekh tomakh, 3 vols, vol. 1, Stikhotvoreniia (St. 
Petersburg: Akademicheskii proekt, 200 1), pp. 115-16. 
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innocent times when they [the Futurists] declared hatred toward Pushkin and threw 

frightening looks at the audience. D'Or asks after the fate of Kruchenykh's Futurist 

colleagues. Khlebnikov is described as not being the same person and is now 

working for the [illustrated magazine] Niva. He was struck with a feeling of growing 
indifference. He painted his face in seven colours, wore his boots on his arms, put 
his feet in baskets and set off to the theatre, looking everyone in the eye. However 

nobody paid him any attention and he realised that the game was up. As for 

Maiakovskii, he had been duping the Futurists the whole time and sending his verses 

to Sovremennyi mir and Vestnik Evropy among others. His verses were not 

published. When they eventually were, Maiakovskii left his friends, claiming that he 

wanted to become a respectable person [Khochu poriadochnym chelovekom 

sdelat'sia]. The thick journals did not print any more of his poems, but, instead, 

installed him as an office clerk, as he is good at writing receipts. The Burliuks' fate 

was equally parodied: one was working in a bank and was very happy with his 

situation of one hundred rubles a month; the other, the Cubist, uses his speciality to 

prepare the wooden paving blocks for the roadway, so as it turns out, Cubism 

brought him luck. Finally, Kruchenykh says that he was left on his own, without his 

army, like a herdsmen without his cattle... it was a difficult time. D'Or concludes, 
'At this moment, as I write these lines, the names of the Futurists resonate across all 

of Russia. But I have written "A Scene for Tomorrow". M 

The parody is amusing - but only to those readers with a knowledge of individual 

Futurists and their antics. The existence of the article confirms the Futurists' public 
identity. One imagines the theatricality with which one reader might have read the 

skit aloud to a group of illiterate listeners. Undoubtedly laughter and uproar would 
have prevailed. 

Despite this genre of articles and those which recorded the audience's bawdy 

reaction to Futurist events, Futurist laughter was rarely characterised by the catharsis 

of the carnival. The subversive element of Futurist laughter was evidenced in the 

fear of critics. Subversion was not restricted to the venue of the performance alone, 
but had been spreading to the streets with potentially negative social consequences. I 

78 0. L. D'Or, Den, No. 326,1 December 1913, p. 5. See Appendix for full Russian text. 
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believe that the combination of humour and Futurist depictions of the lower classes, 

particularly in urban settings, points towards a politicised Futurist aesthetic which 

underpins, consciously or otherwise, the breadth of the Futurist oeuvre. 

The Reinvention of the Futurist Audience 

The emergence and evolution of an audience and critical discourse in parallel to the 

emergence and development of Futurism was crucial to the success and 

sustainability of the artistic movement. Although Futurist performance, like so many 
European avant-gardes at the turn of the twentieth century, was dependent upon the 

strategy of ipater les bourgeois, equally essential to the success of the performance 

was the contribution of an open-minded, versatile and dynamic section of the 

audience who were able to keep pace with the linguistic gymnastics of Futurist 

language and the Futurist aesthetic. Had the Futurists only performed to a 
homogeneous or unreceptive audience, then their performances would have surely 
been an utter disaster and the Futurists would have been rapidly dismissed as nothing 

more than incomprehensible, clueless clowns - an opinion fervently maintained by 

some conservative critics. Vladimir Markov's description of the Futurist tour of the 

provinces in the winter of 1913-14, for example, describes a number of 

performances which demonstrate how Futurist success and failure was predicated on 
the audience's preconceived expectations. 79 Futurist theatrical success and the 
development which we have plotted from 1910-14, from street antics to the Luna 

Park performances and a tour of the provinces, was the result of the Futurists' 

ability to engage a section of the audience and maintain their interest over this 

period. In essence, the dialogic nature of the Futurist performance was only fully 

realised with the interjection of the audience's wit and humour. The exchange of 

satirical banter, offensive and often explicit language, aesthetic comment and 
humorous riposte between Futurist and audience served to cement the audience-artist 

relationship, which then drew in other members of the audience and contributed to 

the recognition of Futurist performances as fashionable events. 

79 Vladimir Markov, Futurism: A History (London: MacGibbon and Gee, 1968), pp. 134-39. 
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So when a certain Mr. Shatulov laid down the following challenge to Aristarkh 

Lentulov at a debate -'if Mr. Lentulov [could] explain the meaning of his painting 
Patriotic War, then he, Shatulov, was prepared to go to jail for six months' - he 

was pressing many contiguous issues which demonstrate Shatulov's understanding 

of Futurist artistic and marketing initiatives. If the Futurists had convened the 

meeting with the genuine intention of communicating their aesthetic perspectives, as 
they claimed, they should do so in plain Russian. Failure to fulfil one's objectives 
had severe consequences, including police intervention and jail. Shatulov had 

challenged Futurism and the authority of the Futurists. He had appropriated the 

Futurist strategy of challenging boundaries and self-imposed authorities and used it 

against the Futurists themselves. In fact, according to Pospelov's account of the 

incident, Lentulov turned up at the exhibition the following day only to find no trace 

of Shatulov. 80 It is an extreme example of how some Futurists responded to the 

audience's increasing authority. 

By 1913 the Futurist audience had become so well versed in the etiquette of Futurist 

performance that their participatory role assumed an increasing influence on the 

outcome of the event. The rhetorical strategies which were adopted by both the 

audience and the artist during Futurist debates reflect similar discussions which took 

place in the theatrical auditoria and political arenas. Sharp and others, such as 
Steinberg, have contextualised the increasing self-assertion of the audience during 

public debates, within the broader framework of the unstable and dynamic lower 

classes who, having been denied the opportunity to actively engage in the political 

process, sought public platforms from which they could expresses their own sense of 
identity and position within their social, cultural and economic environment .81 As 

Futurist popularity grew, so did the public's misconception of the Futurist aesthetic. 
It is quite clear that some sections of the audience attended Futurist performances as 

sources of popular entertainment alone and failed to recognise the events as displays 

of a developing avant-garde aesthetic agenda. 82 According to much contemporary 

80 For commentary on this incident and Lentulov's record in his memoirs, see Pospelov, pp. I 11-12 
and footnote 133. 
81 See Sharp, 'The Russian Avant-Garde', p. 93, and Steinberg, pp. 62-102. 
" it is worth remembering the four dominant themes of the contemporary Penny Press and popular 
fiction, identified by Jeffrey Brooks and set out in the Introduction: 'self-betterment; science and 
superstition; national identity; and freedom and rebellion, including the most popular bandit 
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criticism and Futurist memoirs, this section of the public were quick to express 

themselves, indulge in violent behaviour and bad language and were over-zealous 

and overbearing. The Futurists only had to appear on stage to feel the full force of a 

'thousand-eyed monster' which was already stirred up, in expectation of physical 

antics and empty farce. In such instances, the audience prevented the Futurists from 

performing, as on the evening of the Mishen' debate which descended into chaos. 
This is what Sharp terms the reversal of agency, which is, of course, related to a 

sense of power. The Futurists, in turn, were forced to adopt new strategies to reclaim 

the upper hand, outwit or outmanoeuvre their audience and challenge them afresh. 

Larionov and Il'ia Zdanevich, for example, adopted an absurdist approach to the 

traditional structure and logical purposes of an interview, which also highlighted the 

criticisms and charges of their many detractors. An extract from their interview in 

Tear v karikaturakh reads as follows: 

Are you Futurists? 
Yes, we are Futurists. 
Do you deny Futurism? 
Yes, we deny Futurism. May it disappear from the face of the earth! 
But aren't you contradicting yourselves? 
Yes, our aim is to contradict ourselves. 
Are you charlatans? 
Yes, we are charlatans. 
Are you untalented? 
Yes, we are untalented. 
It is impossible to speak to you? 
Yes, it is. 
But what are your New Year resolutions? 

83 To be true to ourselves. (Parton's translation) 

It is difficult to say who exactly constituted the core Futurist supporters. Patrons and 

those with a vested interest and certain sections of the intelligentsia were present, as 

were the indulgent bourgeoisie, as described above. For the purposes of attempting 

to identify a socio-political subtext to Futurism during this period, I am more 
interested in the classes of skilled labourers and worker intellectuals [working 

classes and lower echelons of the poluinteffigentsiia] who could potentially save up 

characters'. See Jeffrey Brooks, When Russia Learned to Read: Literacy and Popular Literature, 
1861-1917 (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1985), and the Introduction of this thesis, pp. 24-25. 
" 'Nashe prazdnichnoe interv'iu s futuristami', Teatr v karikaturakh, Nos. 1-2,1 January 1914, p. 19, 
cited in Parton, p. 74. 
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for tickets to Futurist performances and who were sufficiently literate to avail 

themselves of Futurist publications and read or listen to newspaper commentary. 
Steinberg describes this section of the increasing metropolitan population as a people 

who 'reflected the flux of their times'. They were quick to adapt to the ever- 

changing environment and wished to participate in cultural, artistic and political 
life. 84 This class of people were highly motivated and through their ability to adapt 

to the ever-changing circumstances of metropolitan life, showed enormous potential 
for upward social mobility. In so doing, they entered into the familiar cross-class 

phenomenon of adopting strategies to conceal their origins, a practice which would, 
in turn, give them greater accessibility and participation in public life. These 

strategies included the adoption of manners and etiquette which were appropriate to 

different social situations. For example, spitting was not allowed in museums and 

galleries. 85 Increasing literacy among this class meant that they had increasing access 

to contemporary newspapers, feuilletons and journals that were also packed with 

advice and guidelines on personal conduct in the modem metropolis. 86 

The introduction of mass-manufactured clothing enabled many members of this class 

to save up for one outfit which could be reserved for weekends and holidays, the 

equivalent of one's 'Sunday Best'. Although mass-manufactured clothing in St. 

Petersburg and Moscow had not assumed the large-scale industry of other European 

capitals, figures 205 and 206 illustrate that ready-made clothing was widely 

available in the Russian capitals. 87 Goncharova's painting Vesna v gorode [Spring in 

the City] (1910, fig. 207) also depicts people in mass-produced clothing (similar to 

that used in the cartoon of figure 149). Here, people are queuing to buy daffodils in a 
display of patience and good manners. It is most likely that the people are middle 

class. However, their fashionable clothing adds a sense of anonymity and it is 

84 Steinberg, pp. 23-28. Steinberg bases much of his discussion on the presence of proletarian writers. 
85 See Tony Bennett's discussion of the same phenomenon in the British context, The Birth ofthe 
Museum: History, Theory, Politics (London and New York: Routledge, 1995), pp. 28,100 and 169. 
16 See, for example, Louise McReynold's description of the journalist as 'escort-around-town' which 
helped new arrivals to the city through 'the transition phase of urbanisation by [ ... ] making their 
environment less intimidating through familiarity'. Louise McReynolds, The News Under Russia's 
Old Regime: The Development ofa Mass-Circulation Press (Princeton: Princeton UP, 199 1), p. 5 5. 
87 Tatiana Strizhenova observes how the garment industry in Russian was 'one of the most backward 
branches of the economy in pre-Revolutionary Russia. The proportion of clothing that was industrially 
produced by 1917 did not exceed 3 percent'. Instead, the garment industry relied predominantly on a 
cottage industry system. See Strizhenova, Soviet Costume and Textiles 1917-1945 (Moscow, Paris, 
Verona: Flammarion, 1991), pp. 9-14. 
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impossible to know whether the clothing is being used to mask the 'true' identity of 
the subjects. Swift's discussion of audience participation in popular theatre 

emphasises the use of fashion by the lower classes as a means to conceal their true 
identity across traditional class boundaries. Satirical excerpts from contemporary 

newspapers underline the purported surprise of the observer at the true identity of 

some members of the audience. 88 This use of fashion was an obstruction to any 

critic's ability to discern the true nature of a Futurist audience, and therefore a 
further obstruction to us for our retrospective analysis. 89 

This period in Russian history witnessed the emergence of the phenomenon of 

disposable income, with record numbers of single men and women who had the 

capacity to earn their own money in the city, albeit with a strong bias in favour of 

men. These people, particularly those who were involved in the cultural activity of 

workers, took pride in the relative sophistication which such restricted income 

afforded. Evidence from the work of Swift and Worrall not only emphasises this 

pride and sophistication, but also identifies an emerging critical perspective within 

this section of the public. Swift, for example, cites one worker's dissatisfaction with 

a variety show which was sponsored by the Riazan Society in 1899: 'The gentlemen 

performers are mistaken in thinking that if it's a narodnoe gulian'e then critical 

evaluation is out of the question. ' Swift also gives an example of workers who 

refused free tickets to a performance by Russia's premier singer, Fedor Shaliapin, on 

the grounds that 'they earned enough to pay for the tickets and found the idea of a 
free performance offensive and condescending'. In addition, it would appear that 

many factory workers were only too keen to become involved in theatrical 

performances as actors and felt that they could do at least as good a job as the 

amateurs from the intelligentsia. 90 What is clear, then, is that here was a large section 

88 Swift, pp. 144-45. 
89 A point echoed by Tony Bennett, p. 170, in the context of industrial Britain. 
90 For all three examples, see Swift, pp. 218-19. Nick Worrall also noted in relation to the breakdown 
of ticket prices at the Moscow Art Theatre, when it was located in the Hermitage on Carriage Row, 
that five morning productions were offered to local factories at a reduced rate, but that the take-up was 
not very high. The 58 seats in the Gallery were usually priced at 20 kopeks, so any reduction would 
have been well within the worker's budget. Of course, the long day-shift would not have facilitated 
the worker's ability to attend, irrespective of hurt pride. 
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of the public who were alert to theatrical and cultural trends, who had some money 
to spend but who were also sensitive to their own social and cultural public status. 91 

I would argue that because this section of the public originated, predominantly, from 

the provincial peasant classes, they were able to 'read' or 'decode' the Futurist 

performative and painterly language on a particular level that was inaccessible to 

many members of the higher and privileged classes. It would then follow that 
familiarity of subject matter, linguistic register and carnival modes of performance 

would have promoted recognition, comfort and laughter, rather than fear. This 

laughter is a reflection of the pleasure of the inclusivity of attending the event, and 
the added intimacy of a familiarity and recognition of a mutual understanding 
between Futurist and audience. Encapsulated in this ability to comprehend and 
laugh, rather than feel offended or ignorant, is a sense of identity, power and value. 
Futurism was dependent on a core public who were modem and adaptable. Futurist 

theatre, possibly more than all other Futurist arts, was premised on the 

comprehension of the here and now with a projection into the future, and was 

explicitly not reliant upon a knowledge of an Epic Past. Paul Schmidt's description 

of the transformation of Futurist poetry during the moment of public performance 

serves to reinforce the Futurist emphasis of the present: 

[Futurist performance] situates the text firmly in the here-and-now, with all 
its complexity, its ambiguity, its multiple meanings, its many-voicedness. 
Futurist performance transforms readers into those-who-are-present, those 
who hear and see, and increases the space that the poetic text occupies in the 
encounter. 92 

The ability of the lower classes to decode Futurist language (linguistic, artistic and 

performative) and feel comfortable in the Futurist performative environment 
inverted the usual social order and encouraged confidence in a section of the public 

which was so frequently condescended to in public cultural contexts. When related 
to this section of the public, Futurist performance had the potential to be subversive. 

9' In her analysis of the metropolitan theatre audience, Petrovskaia also referred to the desire of the 
workers to engage in theatre. She highlighted the work of the commentator Arabazhin who defines the 
spectators of the Open-Accessible Theatre as 'more or less a cultural part of the working-class 
population'. The broadest cross-section of the public could be seen there and at the People's Houses. 
Petrovskaia, p. 83. 
9' Paul Schmidt, 'Some Notes on Russian Futurist Performance', CASS, vol. 19: 4 (1985), 492-96 (p. 
495). 
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With its iconic gestures, bombastic manifestoes and memorable catch-phrases and 

maxims, in addition to personal examples of combining Futurist art and life (see fig. 

208), Futurism encouraged an adaptable, rapidly modernising section of the public to 

challenge accepted societal boundaries on multiple levels. 93 

Liubov' Gurevich, for example, concludes her review of Pobeda nad soIntsen? with a 
description of the mixed audience who were keen to show their allegiance to 

Futurism, or at least Futurist fashion: 

At the end, the people are calling ceaselessly for the author. Everyone is 
standing up, waiting for him: elegant ladies, imperious elderly ladies 
[velichavye starukhi] in the boxes, military, members of the intelligentsia. 
Young girls with painted faces passionately applaud. The students rave 
[neistovstvuiut]. But those who are shouting louder than everyone else are 
those who provoked scandals during the performance: if the author comes 
out [on stage], they will whistle. But on this occasion, he did not 
come out. 94 

Consciously or otherwise - and I would suggest consciously when related to theatre 

- the Futurists were encouraging individuals to take charge of their own destiny, 

rather than be imprisoned by imposed boundaries and social, cultural, and economic 

structures. This aesthetic, of course, has a strong political subtext. There is evidence 

that this transition was witnessed within the Futurist audience, even during the few 

years in question. As the Futurist audience became more confident with practice and 
learned and understood the method and function of Futurist rhetorical strategies, its 

participatory role increased to such an extent that the Futurists ceased to be the sole 
focus of attention. As Sharp and many contemporary critics have noted, the models 

of discourse evolved to such a degree that internal discussions took place within the 

auditoria, between audience members alone, in addition to the heckling and 
interaction which took place between artist and audience. Performance intervals 

provided opportunity for audience members to express themselves more fully and 
discuss the performance, thereby reasserting themselves in preparation for the 

continuation of the entertainment. The majority of reviews of the Luna Park 

productions concentrated on the public's reaction and the level of 'intra-audience' 

93 Parallels can be drawn with Augusto Boal's later practices of the Theatre of the Oppressed. 
94 Liubov' Gurevich, 'Teatr futuristov', Russkie vedomosti, No. 287,13 December 1913, p. 6. 
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relations. Many of the sensationalist reviews concentrated on specific intra-audience 

dialogue and heckling. 95 The audience's reversal of agency was not restricted to the 
Futurist performance. Contemporary commentators and Futurist memoirists alerted 

the public to a number of Futurist imitations and hoaxes, such as the previously- 

mentioned case of the Kalashnikov Exchange in St. Petersburg (see Chapter 3). 96 

We have already discussed the personal conduct of the Futurists and members of 
their audience in terms of challenging and redefining acceptable codes of conduct 

and artistic expression. Face-painting, for example, can be viewed either as an act of 
hooliganism or an expression of high fashion, depending on the viewer's 

perspective, the intention of the 'actor', and the context of the action. However, 

having established the mixed and frequently negative reception which the Futurists' 

anarchic art and behaviour received, in the context of the social, artistic and 

economic dynamism of the period, one is faced with the following question: To 

what extent were the Futurist acts politically motivated and what were the Futurists' 

opinions of the members of the public who supported their movement, who emulated 
them, engaged in face-painting and other acts of social transgression? 

One must approach a retrospective political investigation of Futurism 1910-14 era 

with caution, being careful not to impose arbitrarily a political agenda on the Russian 

avant-garde that was non-existent, simply because of the Revolution in 1917 and the 

Futurists' participation in public art post-1917. However, I do believe that it is 

possible to identify a political subtext, or more accurately, an egalitarian agenda, 

which characterised much Futurist art and personal conduct of the period in 

question. There is a paucity of printed material from 1910 to 1914 in which the 

Futurists explicitly express any political opinion, or comment on humanitarian 

issues, such as the desperate living and working conditions of the majority of city 
inhabitants. This lack of printed statements is not surprising given the authorities' 

sensitivity to political subversion. Through their perceived anarchy and provocation 

of social unrest, the Futurists were already in a vulnerable position and attracted the 

attention of the police. However, I would argue that an analysis of contemporary 

95 See, for example, R. "Opera futuristov'. Muzyku zamenial svist publikV, Peterburgskaia gazeta, 
No. 333,4 December 1913, p. 5, and Gurevich, 'Teatr futuristov', p. 6. 
96See, for example, Markov, Russian Futurism, p. 132. 
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Futurist art can illuminate the Futurists' attitude to the lower classes and marginal 
figures in society, and by extension point towards a socio-political Futurist agenda. 
To conclude this chapter, let us consider one aspect of Futurist art, populated urban 
landscapes and depictions of the lower classes and marginal figures in society. 

Urban Landscapes and Futurist Political Discourse 

In her theoretical notes "Ob izmakh" [On '-isms'], 1914, Goncharova defined three 

elements which characterised the expression of Futurism in daily life: political 
(evidenced in the nationalistic agenda of the Italian Futurists), aesthetic (a dynamic 

art which is motivated by a feeling of modernity, and will bring about a rejuvenation 

and new perspective in all aspects of human activity); and in social attitudes, daily 

life (the continual struggle with philistinism). 97 All three elements are clearly 

expressed in the Futurist depiction of scenes of daily domestic, working and public 
life. I would argue that the political component of Futurism is as evident in Russian 

Futurism as in Italian, and becomes clearer if one compares Futurist depictions of the 
lower classes within urban landscapes with paintings of a similar subject matter by 

non-Futurist and nineteenth-century artists. 

Late nineteenth-century depictions of the lower working classes in an urban context, 
such as the market, frequently portrayed a busy environment which was populated 
by stock figures of the lower classes. If we take Petr Vereshchagin's Tolkuchii rynok 
v Moskve [Flea Market in Moscow] (1868) and Vladimir Makovskii's Vpolden. 

Tolkuchii rynok v Moskve. Etlud [Midday. Flea Market in Moscow] (1875, fig. 209) 

as examples, we are shown sellers of all types of wares, including groups of people 
caught in lively conversation, musicians, an Old Believer with his charity box, 

women and children, prominent standing figures in the bottom left comers with arms 
laden with textiles to sell. Vereshchagin's urban landscape is almost claustrophobic 
to the viewer. It is densely populated and the faceless figures in their drab colours 
pour out into the alleyways and arches. Both paintings communicate a sense of 

permanence of a status quo which has always been and which will always be, locked 

97 N. S. Goncharova, 'Ob "izmakh" (1914)', ExperimentlEksperiment, vol. 5 (1999), 37-38. See also 
the Introduction of this thesis. 
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within these market walls. In other words, the artists have fixed the subjects into 

their living and working conditions, with no potential for change. 

Boris Kustodiev's interpretation of a market environment depicts a contrasting 

ambience in Iarmarka, (1906, fig. 210). In typical Kustodiev style, the viewer is 

presented with a romanticised idyll in which peasants are clothed in crisp, clean, 
bright, colourful, traditional dress. The inquisitive children survey the arrangement 

of traditional toys, whilst the adults are occupied, negotiating the price of traditional 
birch domestic products. The men wear bast shoes and nearly all sport the same 
bobbed hair-cut and groomed luxurious beard. This is not reality as we know it, but 

more akin to an illustration for a children's book, a visual harmonious delight of the 
friendly good cheer of the peasantry. The photograph of Sukharevskii Market in 

Moscow on Easter Saturday 1905 (fig. 211) falls somewhere between these three 

paintings. The photograph reveals a surprisingly well-ordered space of neatly 
displayed goods. There is ample room for everyone and even the arrival of a horse 

and cart does not appear to disturb the peace. Although the market is exclusively 

populated by the lower classes, there is no hint of the grotesquerie which many 

commentators associated with the market environment. Instead, the atmosphere is 

characterised by a sense of peace and order and everyone simply going about their 
business. The ground is so clean that individual cobble-stones are clearly visible, 

sales are being made, conversations are taking place, but this is not the scene of 
debauched drunkenness and hooliganism. 

It is precisely this ordinariness of the lower classes going about their everyday 
business which typifies much Futurist art of 1910-14. Throughout the rapid 

metamorphosis of Futurist art from Neo-Primitivism, to Russo-Cubism, Rayism to a 

more abstract art form, a sense of the ordinary, the everyday, the 'un-exoticised' 

cycle of routine of daily-life infuses a major portion of Futurist urban art. These 

Futurist subjects are neither romanticised, nor vilified. 

As John Bowlt has observed, '[t]he heroes of the Russian avant-garde pictures of 

around 1910-15 [were] not the paramours and art dealers of Cubist Paris but the 
floor polishers, streetwalkers, barbers, washerwomen, barmen, and knife grinders of 
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98 Russia's new masses'. Futurist paintings of this era are infused with a deep-seated 

sensual pleasure in the onslaught of contemporary signs on the senses, mixing the 

excitement of modem technology with an appreciation of Russian cultural traditions 

and the value of the lower-class Russian's position within that modem progressive 

environment. The mixing of the traditional and provincial with modem urban motifs 

has been summed up in the appropriate term 'urban folklore' or gorodskaia 

folWomaia kul'tura. 99 

To explore the meaning of this term 'urban folklore' and its relevance to the 
Futurists' attitude to its subject matter, let us first consider three contrasting 

contemporary Futurist depictions of the fishing trade: Rybnaia lovlia [Fishing] 

(1908) by Goncharova (fig. 212), Rybnoe delo [The Fishing Trade] (1910) by 

Vladimir Tatlin (fig. 213), and Rybach'ia shkhuna The [Fishermen's Schooner] 

(1913-14) by Pavel Filonov (fig. 214). All three canvases are united by common 
features of theatricality, narrative and dynamism. In Goncharova's Neo-primitivist 

painting men and women are occupied with the process of sorting through the 

fishing nets. All are presented with characteristic dignity, rather than a coarse 
interpretation of 'fish wives' and foul-mouthed sailors. The decoratively dressed 

women bend and kneel to scoop up the fish for the men and boys in their brilliant 

white tunics who are waiting patiently with buckets. There is a sense of community 

about the painting which is conveyed through the implied movement within the daily 

routine in a provincial setting: the fishermen's work is complemented by the figures 

in the top right comer who walk alongside the water in which their silhouettes are 

reflected. Strong lines and primary colours infuse the painting with a sense of 

movement and energy. Tatlin's watercolour sketch reflects his close relation to 

Cubism and early Suprematist experimentation. Although the picture presents us 

with the everyday scene of a single man with his basket inspecting fish at the 

quayside the viewer is struck by the dynamism of the painting which has been 

achieved through the combination of multiple planes, strong lines and geometric 

shapes and the solid curved forms of the man at the centre. The modemity of the 

picture is expressed through its form. Filonov's depiction of the fishermen is also 

98 Bowlt, 'A Brazen Can-Can', p. 13 8. 
99 See, for example, Bowlt, 'A Brazen Can-Can', p. 139 and Pospelov, p. 13. Pospelov describes the 
longevity of the application of this term which can be applied to Russian art of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. 
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characterised by multiple planes and a sense of movement and industriousness. We 

are presented with a busy, bustling scene of fishermen, hard at work, in constant 

communication with each other. As Elena Basner observed, Filonov has employed 
Cubo-Futurist strategies of blurring the contours of the figures and fragmenting the 

painterly space in order to communicate a sense of continually changing reality. This 

potential for continual change within the ordinary and non-urban, pre-industrial 

setting of fishermen at work is, in turn, infused with a sense of universality. 100 

Universality and modernity, therefore, combine in the depiction of the seemingly 

ordinary. 

Compare Filonov's fishermen with his painting Burzhui v koliaske [Bourgeoisie in a 
Carriage] (1912-13, fig. 215). Unlike Larionov's ludic and satirical depictions of the 

bourgeoisie, Filonov expresses his contempt for the maligned class. Here the 

bourgeoisie are literally riding on the backs of the poor. Filonov's presentation of the 

spectacle of the public sphere is a powerful statement: the vulgar, lecherous 

bourgeoisie exist only to the detriment of the poor. 

Significantly, when Larionov painted his own self-portrait c. 1910, he chose to align 

himself with peasantry rather than the urban elite (fig. 216). Employing a Fauvist 

style and a palette of white and rich saffron tones which were associated with the 

warm South, Larionov painted himself in a peasant's shirt, using strong lines and 

angular features akin to children's drawings. 101 The volume of his broad chest fills 

the picture plane and he appears with a big smile on his face, happy and relaxed in 

the freedom and earthiness of the warm South, with the lubok-style labelling of 

'Self-Portrait' and Tarionov' printed above his left shoulder. 

Although they used social networks to facilitate the dissemination of their aesthetic 

and the publication and exhibition of their work, the Futurists continually chose not 

to position themselves publicly within the urban elite. The combination of their anti- 

social behaviour, face- and body-painting, rebellious rhetoric and camivalesque 

100 Commentary from Elena Basner in Russkii Futurizm ! David Burliuk Vies russkogofuturizma', 
edited by Evgeniia Petrova (St. Petersburg: Palace Editions, 2000), p. 54. 
101 Larionov employed the same palette and similar Fauvist style in his portrait of Velimir Khlebnikov 
during the same period. Khlebnikov was also depicted in a peasant's shirt, but also deep in thought as 
he leafs through a book. 
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costume flew in the face of accepted codes of conservative civilised social etiquette. 
In a class-ridden society, if the Futurists were not associated with polite society, then 

it follows that in certain quarters, they were associated with society's lower ranks. 
The Futurists, like their European avant-garde contemporaries, indulged in this 

identity as outsiders and did little to dispel this social judgement. But judgement is 

always cast by the dominant culture and hegemonic forces, including art critics, 
journalists, self-appointed moral guardians and the wealthy middle classes. 

Newspaper cartoons, such as figure 9 and most press articles fail to communicate the 

reactions of the lower classes to Futurist depictions. Although a few individuals, 

such as Tugendkhol'd, bring a positive analytical and informative eye to the 

importance of the Moscow Futurists, even he fails to comment on or draw 

conclusions regarding the lower-class subject matter and the reaction of lower-class 

spectators. 102 

The Futurist practice of focusing attention on the ordinary and unglamorous, that 

substance which constituted the urban wallpaper, served to raise the profile of its 

subject within the social sphere. Fishermen, low-ranking soldiers, washerwomen, 
factory workers, knife-grinders, waitresses and floor-polishers were rarely 

recognised as having a positive participatory and valued role in modem society, at 
least outside the discourse of the growing proletarian classes, but instead were the 

subject of contemporary moral and social concern. It seems to me that taken as a 

whole, the Futurist depictions of this class of people serve two main functions: 

firstly, to announce the existence of the lower classes, and secondly to state quite 

clearly that they are acceptable as they are, and this egalitarian stance is supported 
through the Futurists' own alignment with lower-class practices and characteristics. 

In his essay 'On National Culture' Franz Fanon argued that the identity of a national 

culture reflects the very existence of its people and should be 'at the very heart of the 

struggle for freedom' which is carrying on in the country in question. 103 To support 
this struggle, he describes a model by which native intellectuals rediscover their own 

culture, over and above an imposed hegemonic culture. Although Fanon's argument 

"' Ia. Tugendkhol'd, "'Mir Iskusstva" v Moskve', Rech, No. 356,30 December 1913, pp. 4-5. 
103 Frantz Fanon, 'On National Culture', in The Wretched ofthe Earth (London: Penguin, 1990), pp. 
166-99 (p. 188). 
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is couched in colonial terms, parallels can be drawn with the development of the 
Russian avant-garde. As Fanon describes, first there is an alignment of the 
intellectual with the thought of the imposed culture; in the Futurist case this can be 

paralleled with their interest in European modernism and avant-garde artistic 

practices. After a time the intellectual realises the limitations of such thinking when 

applied to his/her own culture; we see this in Oslinyi khvost's explicit rejection of 

western artistic practices. Finally, the intellectual begins a process of 'returning to 

one's own people' and celebrating one's own culture, and the self-assertion of 

national identity is then channelled into the discourse of revolution; 104 this stage is 

seen in the Futurists' celebration of Eastern art, provincial arts and crafts, luboks and 
icons, and an egalitarian attitude toward their chosen artistic subject. 

Of course, Russian Futurism needs to be considered in its civic, as well as ethnic 

context. Although I have no wish to impose a purely political reading on Futurist art, 

one cannot ignore the historical relevance of the failed 1905 Revolution and its 

consequences for the public psyche. Goncharova's previously mentioned feminist 

writing on Turgenevesque women, her invitation to the working classes to visit her 

studio, the general Futurist anarchic behaviour and refusal to position themselves 

publicly with the urban elite, their depictions of the bourgeoisie, which starkly 

contrasts with their artistic treatment of the lower classes are all factors which, when 

considered as a whole, I would argue, point to a particular political agenda. I would 

also suggest that the Futurists, consciously or otherwise, created a new artistic 
language and new performative practices to express this viewpoint. 

Let us consider Larionov's treatment of the low-ranking soldier in Bliz lageria [Near 

Camp] (19 10-11, fig. 217) and Otdykhaiushchii soldat [Resting Soldier] (1911, fig. 

218). Our previous examples of paintings which included portraits of soldiers in a 
leisurely setting have tended to depict officers in full uniform, hardly the type of 
dress which one associates with leisure. However, at the turn of the twentieth 

century it was still mandatory for all military ranks to dress in uniform when 
displayed in any public setting. Larionov's starkly contrasting pictures from the 

series of 'Soldier' paintings, which he completed during his military service, reveal a 

104 Fanon, 'On National Culture', p. 175. 
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strikingly different understanding of the soldier at leisure. Larionov's pictures are 

essentially very human portrayals. In Bliz lageria, Larionov has used a gentle palette 

of blues, yellows and greens and a neo-impressionist style to communicate the 
lyrical beauty and scale of the camp's setting. The white tents are pitched towards 

the horizon. One lone soldier in uniform is positioned at a distance from the camp 

and the immediate centre of the viewer's focus, in the bottom right comer of the 

picture. His distance from the tents is reinforced by the tree on the left of the 

painting which emphasises the soldier's association with the foreground. The soldier 

appears to be resting on his side, possibly reading a letter. His identity is concealed 
through the lack of detail in the brushstrokes. From the viewer's perspective, this 

solitary occupation suggests an intimacy, which is reinforced by Larionov's 

harmonious palette. The viewer experiences this private sentiment of intimacy, 

which contrasts with the more usual depiction of soldiers as 'one of the riotous 
boys'. Larionov's view is non-judgemental: perhaps the soldier is happy to be 

serving, perhaps he is longing to go home. 

The second soldier painting (fig. 218) presents us with quite a different picture. This 

painting has received considerable commentary, both contemporary and modem, 

relating to the flat plane, the stylised balagan figuration of the soldier, and of course 

the graffiti in the background. For our purposes of exploring the Futurists' attitude to 

their subject matter, I shall deal with the elements of social semiotics alone. 

Larionov had first-hand experience of the basic living conditions and culture of the 

military. Here a soldier relaxes with a cigarette, either in contemplation or perhaps 

watching a card game or another activity. He is leaning against a fence next to a 

spade. The spade and the brown earthy square below suggest the presence of a dug 

latrine. Hardly the motif of shining military sophistication. The uncouthness of the 

subject matter is exaggerated through Larionov's use of broad bruslistrokes 

reminiscent of children's art. The grey fence is decorated with the types of motifs 

and graffiti which constituted the subject matter of other Futurist and shamanistic 

paintings. From left to right, the first words read srok sluzhby or 'period of service' 

(frequently taken as 'national' or 'military' service). This is followed by a childlike 

drawing of a horse, a popular figure in Futurist 'military' paintings, annotated with 

the dates 1910,1911 and 1909, as if various people have added their own time 

signature to the drawing. To the right of the horse is the crude black drawing of a 
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female figure in the style of some aboriginal sculpture. Feet and arms and part of the 

head are absent, whilst the proportion of the shoulders or breasts [it is ambiguous] 

and thighs have been exaggerated. This figure is similar to contemporary crude 

shamanistic or ethnographic Futurist paintings. Above the soldier are the words 
'poslednii ras sra-'. John Malmstad's analysis of this phrase identifies the common 

error of the semi-literate in the second word which should be spelt raz, giving the 

meaning 'the last time'. The final word is more ambiguous. If, as Malmstad has 

written, Larionov had supplied the letter 'P, giving sral, we would read the past 

tense of the very common vulgar form of defecate, i. e. 'the last time I shat'. 1 05 This 

of course would have provoked censorship and the removal of the painting from any 

gallery. David Shepherd has suggested another ambiguity in the letters sra. The 

initial three letters could be supplied with any variant on -zhat'sia. Using the verb 

srazhat'sia 'to go to fight' would then offer all manner of possibilities, such as 'the 

last time I fought' or 'this is the last time I fight', which of course would suggest an 

anti-patriotic artistic statement, which would also provoke censorship., 06 Dmitrii 

Sarab'ianov observed the 'peasant aesthetic' which prevailed in Larionov's Soldier 

Series and through which Larionov was able to equate binary opposites of important 

and unimportant, high and low, and incorporating the principles of 'squaddies' 

painting' [printsipy [ ... ] "kazarmennoi zhivopisi P, i. 107 

The subject of Larionov's painting and the crude graffiti would have been offensive 

and incomprehensible to many spectators of the educated middle classes. Unlike the 

lower classes, they would not have had the low-ranking military experience which 
formed the context of the painting. Larionov has therefore reversed the usual centre- 

periphery models of painterly semiotics. He has sided with the lower classes and has 

produced a painting, to hang in an urban gallery, which has been painted in a 

specific linguistic and artistic register so as to exclude the comprehension and 

comfort of a large number of the viewers. Larionov has not depicted a drunken, 

105 John E. Malmstad, 'The Sacred Profaned: Image and Word in the Paintings of Mikhail Larionov', 
in Laboratory ofDreams. The Russian A vant-Garde and Cultural Experiment, edited by John E. 
Bowlt and Olga Matich (Stanford, California, Cambridge: Stanford UP, 1996), pp. 1 53-73 (p. 159). 
106 David Shepherd's comment was offered to me at the annual post-graduate seminar, Department of 
Russian and Slavonic Studies, University of Sheffield, 23.05.02. 
107 D. V. Sarab'ianov, 'Neoprimitivizm v russkoi zhivopisi i poeziia 19 1 0-kh godov', in Mir Velimira 
Khlebnikova: Stat'i issledovaniia 1911-1998, edited by Viacheslav Ivanov, Zinovii Papernyi, and 
Aleksandr Parnis (Moscow: lazyki Russkoi Kul'tury, 2000), pp. 619-36 (p. 622). 
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malevolent figure, but a man at rest. Contemporary reviews would suggest, however, 

that many viewers could not separate the human qualities of the soldier from his 

'sordid' setting and only saw ugliness and deprivation in the style and content of the 

picture. 

Where peaceful contemplation and a moment of rest was common to the two soldier 

paintings, movement, energy and dynamism is the unifying characteristic of a 

multitude of Futurist populated urban landscapes. The blacksmith in 01'ga 

Rozanova's Kuznitsa [The Smithy] (1912, fig. 219), Malevich's Nateratell parketa 
[Floor Polishers] (1911, fig. 220) and the street-sweeper in Aleksandr Shevchenko's 

Gorodskoi peizazh (Dvornik) [Urban Landscape (The Street-S weeper)] (1913, fig. 

221) are all engrossed in their daily tasks. All three artists depict their subjects 

caught up in the rhythm of their work. Malevich's monumental figures seem 

engaged in the 'dance of the floor polishers', whilst energy bursts forth from the 

strong curved lines, confident broad brush strokes and compartmental ised colour 

scheme of Rozanova's portrayal of blacksmiths at work. Shevchenko has employed 

a strong geometrical style showing reference to Cubism and Rayonism to depict his 

street-sweeper. The street-sweeper in his pinky-red jacket and black hat is the only 
figure to populate the streets, as he strides confidently along, consumed by the action 

of his work. 

Goncharova's subject in MaPchik s petukhom [Boy with a cockerel] (1911, fig. 222) 

also strides along purposefully. Both Rozanova and Goncharova have depicted male 
figures in their urban working and domestic environments and fixed them in a 
dynamic moment of motion, purpose and rhythm. Goncharova's boy dominates the 

picture. His broad figure, dark clothes and downward gaze add a solemnity to his 

purpose which contrasts with the bright segmented colours of the houses in the 

background. The curved lines and downward gaze of the cockerel are echoed in the 

boy's posture, his strong bent arm which carries the weight of the cockerel in the 

boy's monumental hand. The solid forms of Goncharova's boy, Larionov's resting 

soldier, and Rozanova and Malevich's figures all contrast sharply with the 

insubstantial, fragile forms of Larionov's depictions of the bourgeoisie as discussed 

in Chapter 4. 
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The Futurists were not afraid of depicting marginal or controversial figures in their 

works, including Jews. We have already mentioned the quiet dignity of 
Goncharova's Evreskaia sem'ia (1912, fig. 204), who are represented with strong 
iconic symbolism. Chagall's painting of his grandfather Miasnik [The Butcher (The 

Grandfather)] (1910, fig. 223) combines the everyday action of a butcher (here with 

a comical expression), with a circus-like cat, Chagall's alter-ego in the background 

in the form of the green goat, and the star of David which is given a prominent 

position on the wall. 

Prostitutes and working women from the lower classes who were frequently 

perceived as potential prostitutes were also treated with quiet dignity and a lightness 

of touch by the Futurists. Larionov, for example, reveals the human side to the 

young girl in his Tsirkovaia tantsovshchitsa [Circus Dancer] (1911, fig. 224). The 

girl, who bears a strong resemblance to the figure in Kel'nersha (1911, fig. 184), 

appears to be taking a cigarette break in between acts. Dressed in a short red dress 

and pink stockings, she stands with good posture, taking a moment's rest, rather like 

the Otdykhaiushchii soldat. Also, like the Otdykhaiushchii soldat, her quiet dignity 

as she simply gets on with her job is contrasted with the farcical pornographic circus 
image behind her. The painting within the painting depicts a man in a suit (the 

assumption being from the middle or upper classes) chasing after a seemingly naked 

woman who is either dancing with or defending herself with the cane, or possibly 

enticing the man with it. Is this the real-life bourgeois circus? 

Larionov's Venus Series places the figure of the prostitute at the centre of public 

attention. However, despite the women's profession, he treats them as nothing less 

than bona fide artistic subjects, extolling their beauty without moralising on the 

ethics of their profession. Larionov painted many different variations on the Venus 

theme, including the Katsap Venus and the Jewish Venus. 108 According to Evgenii 

Kovtun, Wia Zdanevich remarked that Larionov had wanted to offer a representation 

of the beauty that was typical of [different] nationalities, which were not suitable for 

log Chagall also painted playful parodies of reclining nudes, including The Odalisque (1913-14) (a 
parody of Manet's famous Olympia 1863) and Nude with a Fan (1910) (which seems to be closely 
related to Larionov's Venus Series). 
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any Greco-Roman canon [of beauty]. 109 Although the Venus Series is related to the 

European model of Olympia, the Venus shown in figure 225 Venus (Venus and 
Mikhail) (1912) is more closely related to Larionov's Season Cycle (see figs. 57 and 
58). Here, a young Venus reclines on a white sheet and pillows. Her saffron- 

coloured skin and gypsy features and jewellery suggest that she is from the South. 

There is nothing lewd about this Venus. In fact, Larionov has infused the picture 

with a light-hearted ludic quality. Painted in a childlike or lubok style, Larionov 

provides us with a tree in blossom and a fresh red flower to greet the awakening 
Venus. A cupid (or is it the Archangel Mikhail? ) has come to wake her, whilst a bird 

delivers a message. The only sexual feature is the girl's budding breasts. It is a 

picture of innocence, a picture lacking in moral judgement. Compare Larionov's 

handling of the prostitute with the proletarian commentary of figure 226 which was 

published in Satira, 1906. The latter is a picture of excess, where the 'ruling class 
feast and whore while the people (in the comer drawings) suffer and toil'. The 

picture is obviously brimming with political, moral and social comment. 

My final comments on the presence of the lower and working classes in Futurist art 

are directed towards examples of art which use modem avant-garde styles (such as 
Rayism or Russo-Cubism) and/or depict the lower classes competently engaged with 

modem technology. Larionov, for example, made the modem motif of an electric 

tram the focus of his Gorodskaia ulitsa [City Street] (1911, fig. 227). It is a 

somewhat Neo-Impressionist piece in which horse-drawn carts are seen alongside 

the tram. Faceless, featureless grey figures inhabit the tram, possibly on their way to 

work. One is reminded of Livshits's reported shame when he departed from the 

Brodiachaia sobaka early one morning with painted cheeks, following a full night of 

entertainment. He describes the shame which he felt when he came face to face with 

the hardened features of an old man on his way to work. ' 10 

Camilla Gray declared Malevich's Tochil'shchik [Knife-Grinder] (1912, fig. 228) 

'the outstanding example of the few first-class paintings which belong to this 
"Futurist" movement in Russia'. "' By this, she meant that it was an excellent 

109 Kovtun, p. 98. 
110 Livshits, The One and a Hat(-Eyed Archer, p. 230. 
111 See Gray, pp. 198-200, for a focused critical analysis of Malevich's painting. 
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example of the 'analysis of the movement of man and a machine' where it is the man 

who dominates the machine and not the reverse. It is notable that Malevich did not 

chose to illustrate his theory with a highly technological piece of machinery, but 

rather chose the everyday elementary street object of the knife-grinder. Although 

quite different in style to Goncharova's Velosipedist [The Cyclist] (1913, fig. 230) 

both pictures seem to extol the virtues of the ordinary man who has total control over 
his technological environment and has earned his place and self-respect in the city. 
Gray describes Malevich's interpretation of the 'super-man, man-become-machine' 

as 'an order-creating force in a world of chaos'. 112 

Goncharova's Tkatskii stanok + zhenshchina [Loom + Woman] (1913, fig. 229) and 
Felosipedist portray the relationship between people, modem machinery and their 

environment. Unlike Malevich's Tochil'shchik it is the machine and not the person 

who dominates Tkatskii stanok + zhenshchina. In fact this picture has been 

alternately named The Weaver and The Machine's Engine. 113 Like the knife-grinder, 

the woman's body is depicted in refracted, geometrical shapes which harmonise with 

the dynamism of her surroundings. Unlike the knife-grinder, her body, dressed in 

light blue material, is semi-transparent. Her head and scarf, however, are opaque and 

we watch as the woman concentrates on her work. There is a fascinating tension 
between the identity of the woman and her technological surroundings. On the one 
hand, her long blue garment, white headscarf and golden coloured hands and face 

are reminiscent of Goncharova's provincial, religious and Madonna paintings; on the 

other, the woman is so engrossed in her command of machinery that her fingers and 
body are absorbed into its workings. 

I do not think that the semi-presence of the weaver herself should be interpreted as a 

negative reflection on the female subject, or that Goncharova is suggesting the 

weaver is somehow unreal or unsubstantiated in the way in which Larionov made 

puppets out of his bourgeois figures. Instead, I would argue that Goncharova's 

interpretation of a woman at work in a factory is a positive statement. The woman is 

not depicted in a stereotypical female environment (in the home as mother or 

'2 Gray, p. 199. 
13 Charnot notes that the picture figured in Goncharova's Moscow exhibition, 1913 (no. 765) under 

the title Loom + Woman. Gray, however, has named the painting The Machine's Engine, p. 140. 
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daughter, or in a bar or on the street as prostitute). Instead she has made the 

successful transition to the typically masculine territory of the modem machine. She 
is not portrayed as a vulnerable peasant girl, but rather as a woman who is in control 

of her fate, eaming her salary and sure of her place within the industrial process 

which is rotating all about her. Her success is reflected in the crisp whiteness of the 

cloth which she is weaving. The repetition of the hanging lights suggest that other 

people, possibly women, are lined up beside her. It is significant that Goncharova 

chose to depict a piece of machinery which was traditionally associated with women, 
thereby reinforcing the contribution which women were making to industry. 

Possibly, through choosing a loom in a textile factory (as opposed to heavy 

industry), Goncharova is suggesting how women have successfully adapted, and will 

continue to adapt, their traditional provincial skills in order to become self-sufficient 
in the city. The loom is pictured here in its full rhythmic glory, and although it is an 
inanimate object Goncharova has drawn out the decorative qualities in the geometric 

shape of the turning cogs and the rail of threads. It is a typical Goncharova painting 
in which the decorative is contrasted with the refracted Rayonist motifs which add a 

sense of movement, resulting in a colourful, decorative dynamism. 

Velosipedist contrasts motifs of modem technology, with traditional industries and 
leisure. A man of indeterminable class 114 is depicted on his bicycle as he pedals 

along the cobbled street in a purposeful manner, showing indifference to the 

seductive shop-signs for drink or entertainment, retailers of silk and wool, and hats. 

Futurist depictions of the lower classes are often lively, playful or sophisticated. The 

figures frequently assume a quiet confidence which is communicated through strong 

painterly lines, brush strokes, geometrical shapes, simple palettes of bright colours, 

and the way in which the figures occupy the field. Most important of all is the fact 

that the scenes are never static, but always dynamic. There is always the potential for 

change and a projection into the future. The canvases reflect energy, movement and 
life, even when the subjects are depicted in a provincial context. The photograph of 

114 It is difficult to pass judgement on the class of the male subject. On the one hand he does not 
appear to be wearing a suit and is dressed a shirt orjacket and trousers and flat cap, possibly 
suggestive of a member of the lower classes or lower-middle classes. On the other, a bicycle would 
have been an expensive item and no doubt a symbol of independence, unaffordable to the working 
classes. 
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the Goncharova and Larionov room in the State Russian Museum shows how this 

energy and dynamism was intensified when the Futurist canvases were shown 
together, and one can only imagine the impact of, say, Goncharova's 1913 solo 

exhibition. 

Although the Futurists rarely spoke publicly about politics or a social agenda, I 

believe that their collected artistic oeuvre speaks volumes. Where Futurist art mocks 

or vulgarises the bourgeoisie, it highlights the achievement of the lower classes, the 

working classes and the marginal figures of society in adapting to city life 

successfully. By identifying the positive and dynamic existence of these ordinary 
figures going about their daily task in their art (as seen in figures 212-229), 1 would 

argue that the Futurists are creating a new artistic language which is capable of 
describing the entire spectacle of modem life in a more inclusive manner than other 

contemporary artistic tendencies. If the Futurists intended to integrate art in life, they 

also depicted all aspects of life in art. Perhaps as a result of their own need to 

negotiate obstacles of poverty, gender and social background in order to succeed in 

the competitive artistic environment, they were able to represent a more 

comprehensive picture of modem life in their art, more effectively, objectively and 
dynamically than their Russian contemporaries. 

The analysis of selected Futurist art has been used in these final two chapters in an 

attempt to identify the Futurist attitude to the public, in order to grasp the meaning or 
function of Futurist performance in modem society. The artistic analysis supports the 

argument that Futurism interacted with different sections of society on different 

levels, for different reasons, possibly according to a Futurist socio-political agenda. 
For example, graffiti and bad language is offensive to some but a source of 

entertainment to others. The versatility of an artistic movement which transgressed 

traditional artistic boundaries, enabled the broad spectrum of lower-class subjects of 

Futurist art to become references in Futurist public debates and other forms of 
Futurist performance. The heroes of the Luna Park productions were not aristocrats, 

or doctors or industrialists, but ordinary, everyday city inhabitants: an old man, a 

young man, a fat man, a mugger, sportsmen, an attentive worker and newspaper 

sellers (in addition to the carnivalesque deformed characters). 
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Through their transgressive acts of perceived pornography or hooliganism, the 

Futurists were often associated with subversive elements of the lower classes. 
However, through the discourse of their art, I would argue that the Futurists 

attempted to redefine this working lower class. In the flux of modem life most 
interpretations of the public sphere were defined by the presence of the middle 

classes, for the consumption of the middle classes. Disenfranchised members of 

society, including the lower classes, peasants, Jews, women, were either 

marginalized, or subjected to romantic or vulgar interpretation. Futurism of this era 

presents a more inclusive picture of modem life where all classes interact and the 

potential of the disenfranchised to make a valuable contribution to future modem life 

is revealed. It is possible, therefore, that the disenfranchised represent the 'true' 

Futurist audience. It is, of course, this relationship to the future proletarian class 

which represents one of the over-riding elements of continuity between the pre- and 

post-1917 eras of Russian Futurism, which became explicit in wake of the 

Revolution. 
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Conclusion 

The Street Enters the House 

Throughout this thesis I have considered Futurist performance in the wider context of 
the emergence and development of the Russian Futurist movement. Futurism 

emerged at a time of increasing commodification and diversification within the arts. 
New commercial enterprises, private art galleries, publishing companies and the 

arrival of cinema, combined with a growing urban population and expanding middle 

class who sought new forms of leisure activities, provided fertile ground for new 

artistic ventures. As such, Futurism constituted a part of the newly forming art and 

entertainment market. 

Russian Futurism was a particularly modem phenomenon which reflected the 

contradictions and tensions of modem urban life. It mixed the modernity of new 

technology, new theories of visual perception, and recent socio-political discourses 

on self-betterment and the place of the individual within modem society with 
interpretations of a more generic national identity which was witnessed in the 

inclusion of references to traditional Russian art forms (including icons, lubki, 

textiles and painted shop-signs) and a constant reference to Russian provincial life. 

The spectacle of Futurist performance needs to be understood on two levels: firstly, 

as an expression of a specifically Russian context, drawing upon established modes 

of performance, including the carnival and advertised public debates; secondly, 

appropriating European avant-garde models of provocation and spectacle, especially 

those of the Italian Futurists and British Vorticists. To a large extent, Futurism 

comprised the Russian element of the broader European avant-garde which had also 
developed in the wake of an era of intense industrialisation, in an increasingly 

capitalist urban environment, populated by the growing middle-class. Russian 

1 The title is that of a painting (1911) by the Italian Futurist, Umberto Boccioni. 
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Futurists drew on their association with, or declared rejection of, the European avant- 

garde either to legitimise their status as a recognisable artistic group within a wider 
European movement, or to define their aesthetic in contrast to the European 

discourse. The visit of the Italian Futurist patron and impresario, Filippo Marinetti, to 

Russia in January 1914, when Russian Futurism was experiencing unprecedented 
levels of popularity, did much to enhance the Russians' public image as bona fide 

artists. 

Crucial to Futurism's survival in the new competitive market was its need to secure a 

guaranteed source of funding and, to a large degree, the early phase of Russian 

Futurism, 1910-14, can be interpreted as a struggle to use all means and all artistic 

creativity possible to secure that funding. Although the Futurists did not achieve this 

goal, they were successful in creating a public image and acquiring a visible and 

quantitative level of popularity. By autumn 1913 articles were dedicated to Futurist- 

related issues on an almost daily basis and in a broad section of the press; the press 

had identified a cult following, typically of young women and students who had 

adopted the latest Futurist fashions; Natal'ia Goncharova was declared 'the most 

gifted, able and cutting-edge of all Russian Modernists 2 in the wake of her seminal 

solo exhibition; and members of the middle classes, military officers, members of the 

Duma, and intellectuals paid nine rubles to attend the sell-out Luna Park productions. 

Part I described the competitive artistic situation of the 1910s. It identified the key 

figures who helped to shape Futurism's development, from patrons and impresarios 

to artists and critics, and analysed the various marketing strategies which they 

employed to engage an audience. Part II then examined the interaction between 

Futurist and audience. It focussed on the sites of Futurist performance, the public's 

perception of and associations with these sites, and questions of affordability and 

accessibility. The final two chapters dealt specifically with the critical reception of 

Futurism: the public's attitude to the Futurists; the critics' interpretation of the 

Futurists and the public; and the Futurists' attitude to different sections of the public. 

2 Rosstsii [A. M. Efros], 'Vystavka kartin N. S. Goncharovoi', Russkie vedomosti, No. 225,1 October 
1913, p. 3, cited in NataIiia Goncharova: Gody v Rossii, edited by E. B. Basner et al. (St. Petersburg: 
Gosudarstvennyi Russkii muzei, 2002), pp. 295-96. 
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In short, this thesis has explored the issues surrounding the contemporary socio- 

economic and cultural conditions in which Russian avant-garde theatre was produced 
and consumed at the turn of the twentieth century. Based on a combination of this 

exploration and an analysis of Futurist aesthetics in art and performance, I have 

argued that the initial era of Russian Futurism can be characterised by an identifiable 

socio-political element, which later became more explicit in the wake of the 1917 

Revolution. A rejection of perceived values and vacuous lifestyles of the dominant 

middle classes, and a celebration of the valuable contribution of the lower working 

classes and the disenfranchised sections of society in modem urban and provincial 
life were central to this socio-political view. 

Provocation and audacity were constituent elements of Futurism's aesthetic during 

this period. Futurism sought to challenge people's perspectives on all aspects of life, 

to encourage them to see the ordinary from a new perspective and therefore effect a 

qualitative difference in the everyday experience of living. Provocation was at the 

heart of all Futurist performance, but also Futurist literature, art, personal conduct 

and even social networking. This anarchic element of Futurism was made explicit 

through the title of the Oslinyi khvost exhibition and event, Mishen' [Target]. 

If Futurism took art out onto the street, it also represented many aspects of the street 
in its art. Futurist art depicted colourful Neo-Primitivist scenes of life in the 

provinces which attracted positive critical reception. These were juxtaposed with 
'crudely' painted scenes of the disenfranchised sections of the community 
(prostitutes and so-called pornographic images, members of the lower-ranking 

military, the working and lower classes, washerwomen, floor-polishers, barbers, 

waitresses, Jews and so on) and deformed parodies of the parading bourgeoisie, 

which provoked outrage from the conservative moral guardians of society. This art 

celebrates the ordinary, the everyday, the unglamorous: members of the 

disenfranchised sections of society who perform the routine services which maintain 

the workings of the city for the enjoyment of the middle classes. It is a celebration of 

the self-sufficient productive process, like the dynamism of a well-oiled machine. By 

contrast, the bourgeoisie, who profit from the capitalist climate, are generally 

portrayed as deformed, insubstantial or powerless in some way. Futurist art 

represents a more subtle inversion of social hierarchy than momentary Futurist 
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performative rhetoric, which often failed to go beyond the traditional avant-garde 

practice of ipater les bourgeois. As such, I would argue that Futurist art exposes and 
records its subjective identification of the fragility of the middle classes within the 

context of the public sphere. It suggests that the nouveaux riches are yet to feel 

comfortable with their new social status, which they only recently assumed through 
the acquisition of new money. 

This thesis has illustrated how Russian Futurism of 1910 to 1914 was synonymous 

with the concept of transgression. Transgression of perceived social, economic, 

gender and aesthetic boundaries was crucial to Futurism's development on two 

levels: firstly, it enabled them to pursue new aesthetic forms; and secondly, on a 

practical note, Futurism's transgressive nature enabled the movement to adapt to 

contemporary dynamic circumstances, to reach a wider audience, and, ultimately, to 

survive as a recognisable artistic movement. 

Futurism employed multiple strategies of provocation and exploited the diversity of 

its artistic forms and media (artistic, linguistic, literary, performative and musical) in 

a variety of sites and locations in order to engage the maximum audience possible. 
The heterogeneity which existed among Futurist members (in terms of social, 
financial, educational, geographical and artistic backgrounds) enabled them to 

transcend established social and artistic boundaries. This meant that the Futurists and 

their work could be found in fashionable art galleries and salons, at the residences of 

wealthy Moscow merchants and art patrons, and in celebrated city cabarets but they 

could equally be found in flea markets in search of painted shop-signs and traditional 

arts and crafts, in the Dostoevskian slums of St. Petersburg, in a canteen of dubious 

reputation or in the countryside. 

If, as I am suggesting, Futurism was underpinned by an identifiable socio-political 

aesthetic, how did it manifest itself in performance? Firstly, as I have illustrated, the 

collective analysis of all four forms of Futurist performance (street 'happenings', 

spontaneous cabaret performances; advertised public lectures and debates; and 

theatre performed in a traditional setting, that is, the Luna Park performances) 

recognises the adaptability, creativity and transgressive nature of the Futurist to 

pursue theatrical experimentation and reach a maximum audience. The Futurists' 
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ability to transgress artistic, social, spatial and gender boundaries meant that they 

were able to address a wider audience than, say, the stars of the Imperial theatres and 
the Moscow Art Theatre, or those who found themselves on the lowest rung of the 

entertainment ladder: storytellers or provincial artists who generally worked in 
lower-class taverns or appeared in provincial balagany [fairground booths]. By 

charging nine rubles for a ticket to a Futurist opera at the Luna Park Theatre one day, 
but then appearing in full Futurist garb on the streets of Moscow or in the Cafd 
Filippov, which was frequented by the lower classes, for free another day, the 
Futurists were undermining the system of production and consumption of art. Whilst 

many members of the lower classes would have felt uncomfortable in or could not 

afford the entrance fee to a Futurist art exhibition, through performative acts of street 
'happenings' and manifestoes which invited the public to join in the Futurist 

fashions, the Futurists broadened the potential access to art and took the art to the 

people. 

The Futurists appropriated traditional Russian carnival strategies of humour, brightly 

coloured costume, offensive rhetoric, plays on gender and inversion of hierarchy 

which enticed the bourgeois paying public. This behaviour was deemed acceptable as 
long as it was restricted to the appropriate location, such as the fashionable 

Brodiachaia sobaka cabaret in St. Petersburg, with its mixture of bohemian and 

middle-class audience. However, when such performative strategies spilled onto the 

streets and became accessible to a wider public who indulged in the Futurist scandals 

and acts of alleged hooliganism, the same moral guardians felt threatened and 
decried the 'performance' as profane and inciteful to more acts of hooliganism 

among the lower classes. 

If we consider such public acts of alleged hooliganism or displays of transsexuality 

within the context of increased levels of State-imposed social censorship (in the 

wake of the failed 1905 Revolution), or the new culture of adoption of correct 

manners and decorum by the lower-rungs of the upwardly mobile middle classes, 

who attempted to conceal their provincial or lower-class origins, then one can sense 
how the concept of exposure underpinned much Futurist work. Futurist art, of all 

mediums, presented a picture of life as it is, 'warts and all'. 
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The question of a targeted audience is crucial to an analysis of Futurist performance 

and any suggestion of a socio-political agenda. The issue of a targeted audience has 

formed a central theme of this thesis and has been discussed in terms of marketing 

strategies, associations with specific sites of Futurist performance, the audience's 

reception of Futurism and the critic's impression of the audience, and finally an 
interpretation of the Futurist attitude to the public, largely formulated through an 

analysis of selected Futurist art. We must not forget that in the absence of any 

guaranteed form of patronage, the Futurists relied on the public to buy their art and 

pay to attend advertised Futurist events. In other words, the very existence of the 

artistic movement was at the mercy of its paying consumers. The analysis of 
financial documents and a comparison of ticket prices and art prices in Chapters 2 

and 3 illustrated how difficult it was for an independent artistic group without secure 

patronage to organise an art exhibition, and that it was much more profitable for all 

concerned to arrange a public lecture or debate. Chapters 1-3 described how the 

Futurist impresarios collaborated with other artistic groups to share the financial 

burden and thereby make it possible to mount a public exhibition. In view of the 

ticket and art prices, it was argued in these chapters that it was most likely the 

majority of the audience or art patrons of Futurist events would typically come from 

the middle classes and the poluintelligentsila. As the development of the Russian 

avant-garde, like that of many of its European counterparts, relied on the finances 

and therefore participation of the bourgeoisie, Futurist performance needed to 

employ familiar modes of carnival practice to attract the middle classes. 

Futurist performance was restrained by two major factors: by State censorship and 
financial constraints. Both factors affected Futurist performance in that it restricted 

the Futurists and their audiences from going to extreme forms of behaviour. Many of 

the attending middle classes, as we have seen in Chapters 4 and 5, are reported as 

going to a Futurist event, simply to indulge in the temporary profanity of a scandal or 

'rhetorical' Futurist abuse, which is similar to the catharsis of the carnival. Some 

spectators, of course, were truly offended and denounced the morals of the Futurists 

in the press. Others attended Futurist events out of a genuine interest in the Russian 

avant-garde. The Futurists had to conduct themselves in such a way as to encourage 

the attendance of the first and third categories. Failure to do so would result in total 

loss of patronage and possibly the end of the Futurist movement altogether. If the 
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Futurists did pursue a particular socio-political aesthetic, consciously or otherwise, 

censorship prevented them from being too explicit both in their performance and 
their literature (including all marketing literature, art exhibition catalogues, and so 

on). Both attracted the eye of the censor who was sensitive to anything deemed to be 

politically subversive. Art, therefore, represents a more discreet platform from which 
the Futurists might communicate a socio-political agenda. 

Futurism did effect change through performance. The Luna Park productions, with 
their experimentations with costume and set design, and the incorporation of 
innovative use of lighting, not to mention the almost absurdist narrative represented a 

pivotal moment in Russian theatrical history. By analysing the reception of all four 

categories of Futurist performance, we can see how the Futurists educated the 

audience so that a decorative device, such as face-painting or a striped jacket, was 

considered a sort of mobile costume design, marking the wearer out as a performer, 

rather than a threatening hooligan. The Futurists' ability to transcend social, spatial 

and artistic boundaries encouraged the relatively rapid creation of a recognisable 

public image among a cross-section of the public. Their success in fulfilling their 

Futurist aesthetic of bringing art into life and effecting a change is reflected in the 

number of people who adopted the Futurist fashions, or learned to decode Futurist 

rhetoric, appropriate it and subvert it through heckling or the audience's own 

physical reaction. In other words the new theatrical praxis of audience participation 
is testament to the audience's engagement in city life and exploration of their own 

place within that public sphere. The sketch by A. Lebedev (fig. 185) points, albeit 

satirically, to this reassessment of one's place in society. The sketch refers to the 

supposed influence of the Futurist opera Pobeda nad solntsem [Victory Over the 

Sun] in which N. B. Nordman-Severova announces to the assembled nouveaux riches 
in the Tenishevskii Hall, 'Dear sisters! Girls of the street and hooligans - these are 

the children of the sun, let them have a place in our salons! ' 

Russian Futurism demonstrated how the artistic could be found in all aspects of daily 

life. It demonstrated that artistic expression was dynamic and adaptable within the 

flux of modem life. It could incorporate the modem, the provincial, the religious and 

the seemingly profane and could appear at any moment and in any guise. Under the 

umbrella of Futurism, factory workers, street-sweepers and hairdressers could be 
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celebrated in the bastions of high art; equally, people could paint the tree-trunks 

purple or wear wooden-spoons in their button holes and parade down Nevskii 

Prospekt. 

Performance, more than any other art form, has the potential to incorporate all modes 

of artistic practice and transgress all artistic boundaries in order to communicate with 
its audience and effect a change of perspective. Having given a comprehensive 

assessment of the socio-economic and cultural context in which Futurist performance 

was produced and delivered, and argued the socio-political subtext of Futurism of 

this early period, I hope that this thesis will serve to promote further research into 

specific areas of Futurist performance including narrative, set design, recitation, 

modes of performance, role of the director and role or participation of the audience. I 

hope that my research will prompt further consideration of individual Futurist art 
forms in the context of the development of the movement as a whole, and that it will 

facilitate an understanding of the emergence of Futurism both as a significant 

phenomenon in the history of Russian theatre, and as a reflection of the burgeoning 

artistic possibilities which existed during the dynamic period of Russian urban 

cultural life at the beginning of the twentieth century. 
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APPENDIX 

Information taken from the exhibition catalogue of the 2 nd Soiuz molodezhi Art 
Exhibition, 1911. The catalogue is housed in the Russian State Museum, St. 
Petersburg (f- 121, 'Soiuz Molodezhi'; ed. kh: 9 'Katalogi vystavok "Soiuz 
molodezhi" na 12 ekz; 1: 6) 
[information which is written in pencil appears in this list in italics. All prices and 
hand-written notes in ink have been under-lined. All remaining information has been 
printed in the catalogue] 

[Katalog] V' BLICTaBKu icapTlill OGIUCCTBa xygowimKoB "Coio3 MoiloAewil99 

1911 

[p. 2] Kyuc - nopmpem - 50 

[p. 3] 13aiiiiibep A. H. 
100-1 Autre Hollande 
40-2 
50-3 rIer43a>KH 

40-4 

1 

25-5 PHCYHKH 

25-6 
40-7 3CKH3LI KpeCTbAHHH (Beccapa6HA) 
40-8 
25-9 3TIOA16I 

50-10 

[p. 4] Baiijibep JIIUIHq 
II rIopTpeT 
12 Ilerl3a)K 

[p. 5] ]GOAy3H-; xe-KYPTeH3 Il. C. 

100-13 I-laCTb ýPHM 

100-14 1jeHa B xa6aqKe 
75-15 ]Sejibiri OjieHE, 

75-16 flopTpeT 
75-17 AeBYIUKa 

75-18 M161JIOCT16IH51 Pamm pa60TB Eii. IHpam 
75-19 MHHHaTiopa 

50-20 ]NHHHaTlOpbl 

50-21 
150-22 AH)KeJIHKa 

100-23 9TIOA 

Jlozuac)u 300 

[p. 6] ]SejiKHH 
20[sic] 24 1 150p 
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25 Nature Morte loop 
100 26 100 
? [sic] 27 flerl3aw 200p 

276 rkibaw 150p 
3TIOA loop 

246 200p 

[p. 7] BePXOBCKHrl r. E. 
28 RaiiaA [sic] 
29 CKYJlbrITypa H3 cHKamOPPOBOrO gepeBa loo 
30 DTFIOA [Siel 
31 14epgppeT- [sie] 
32 
3-3 lfeýqllaf [SiC4 
34 

Tp 

8] BojielIKOBa C. H. 
35 Nature morte 
36 Nature morte 

[P. 9] 3ejibmaHOBaA. M. 
37 rIoprpeT F. P. 
38 rIopTpeTH. 3. 
39/403TIOgbI 
41 3Hma 
42 Ycagb6a3HMOrl 
43 OTIBOPHKH 
44 Nature MorteC l'B03AHHKamii 

45 KpbiiuKa; XJIA AmHKa 

46 Ha6pocKH 

[p. 10] KOHnajiOBCKHrl R 11. 

47 MaTagop 
48 HCTITHCKHrl MaiIE, qHK 

49 Ilerl B 14criaHHH 
50 KoMHaTa 
51 14cnaHCKHA TaHeu 
52 lima 
53 Nature Morte 

I] JIeBaKOBCKa A. 

54/55/56 9mgbi (*I have not noted the stated price) 

12] JIbBOB H. 14. 
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Ympo - Mo2?? 75-? 55 
? 150 57 ABOP 100-75-50 
r? 1001 58 CH6HpcKHrl nerl3axc 10075 

59 To60RbCK 75-_50-_4Op loo? 
60 OBpar 75-50-30 75? 
61 3TIOA 50-25 
62 Weittaima 

-a 
[sic] 

63 JlowaaiE [sic] 
64 
65 
66 PHCYHKH no 25p-20p Oq l5j2 
67 
68 

[p. 13] MaIUKOB 14 

69 
70 1 HarypHuiiiia 
71/2 Nature Morte 
73 flopTpeT 

[p. 14] Hary6HHKOB C. 
74 rIopTpeT om 250-200p 
75 Majib'IHKH ne npo6aemcA 
76 llbiraHKa 150p 
77 OKIIO IOOP 

78 P03bI ne npo6aemcA 
79 NatuFe Me [sic] 

)KeHIUHHa c pe6eHKOM 150p 

[p. 15] P03aHOBa 0. B. 
80 Nature Morte 
81 PeCTopaH 

[p. 16] CararigaqHmA E. A. 
82 CBa; 1166a (AeKOpaTHBHLIrl (DPH3) 50 
83 
84 Heibaxm 

85 40 
86 
87 npo6an 
88 npo6auo 
89 9CKH3bI AiiA Hapo; iHoro TeaTpa 60 
90 
91 rIopTpeT 65 

C6a6b6apuc. om 5p-30 

)IemcKpuc. om 5p-30 
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[p. 17] CnaHgHKOB 3. K. 
93 Fojiy6H 75-50 
94 rapem[? ] 300 
95 Anam 50 KapOaA 6ea 6 OObUiUe 

loo 
75 Ka???? 

96 JloiiiaAH -50 74 75-50 
97 Bapm 
98 Ha AHBaHe 100-75 
99 MaCKa 100-75 
100 UBeTLI 75-50 
101 llepKOB 50-35 
102 CK3THHr 100-75 
103 Ha6pocOK TpO Ha BeHePLI K nOCTailOBKe <<UM>> 
104 Moc[? ] A. JlHqH O. 50-35 

18] T4eJIHOKOBa T. M. 
105 BHHorpaAHHKH 

19] IUKOJI16HHK H. C. 
106UBeTIA 100 

107 Beqep loo 
108 Nature Morte 100 
109 IFOPOq 100 
I 10 CymepKH 75 
111 Kyma 50 
1123TIO)l OKHO 50 
113 Interieur 75 

o6an 114 3aKaT 100 npot-)aH 114 3aKaT 
115 1 
116 Herl3a)KH 

117 
118 

f 

119 BeCHa 75 

I 
loo 

[p. 20] llbiefiýep 11. A. 
120 llaCTYIHOK 75p 
121 Nature Morte 45 
122 Jho60BL 150 
123flopTpeT loo 
124 3noji 50 
125 CTOKrOJI16M (3TIOA) 50 
126 1 3TIOA RaHHO 

127 ARA TeaTpa 300p 

21] I; aPTB. C. (MOCIKBa) 
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128 Maiii6, qHic H AHcKo6oji 300 
129 HaTyiuHHa 300 
130 AKBapejib 300 

[p. 22] Bypinoic B. A. (MOCKBa) 
131 llopTpeT 1-103Ta 300 
132 flopTpeT 1103Ta Xjie6HHKOB 

rIdbaw 133 250 I 
134 
135 MOPCKOR 3ajiHB 250 
136 KpeCTbAHKa 300 
137 : )no; l rojiOBLI 200 
13 8 ReByiuica 300 

[p. 231 I; YpjlloKg. )I. (M) 
139 (DPYXTLI 150 
140 IlBeTYIUHA AepeBEA 250 
141 HongeHO Ha AHeripe 200 
142 Nature Morte 200 
143 EapfAIHHA 300 
144 3Hma 
145 KOHIOIHHA 

146 AHerip 
147 llojmeHE, 
148 HOPT [SiC] 

149 HOBap 

[p. 24] (DOH-BH3eH A. K. (M) 
150 B Aji>KHpe 500 
151 Aicpo6aTu 300 
152 1 
153 3CKH3bl 300 
154 200 

[p. 251 FOH,,. iapOBa H. C. (M) 
155 HHeR 1000 

156 Beqep 1000 

157 PeJlHrH03HaA KOMrIO3HIAHq 
158 PeJlHrH03HaA TPHHTHX 
159 BeCHa B ropoge 500 

160 Heibaw 300 

161 B nepKBH 400 

162 )IPOBOKOJI 400 

[p. 261 KyupHH (M) 

150 

1500 
3000 
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163 Nature Morte 150 

[p. 27] JlapHOHOB M. (D. (M) 

164 Xjie6 1000 
165 CojwaTbi 1500 
166 Coft`rBeimmri nopTpeT (iie npoAaeTCA) 
167 9TIOA 300 
168 Nature Morte 2000 

[p. 28] MaiieBHq K. C. (M) 
169 IleJIOBeK B ocTpori iiianKe 
170 lqeJIOBeK C 3y6llOrl 60JIbIO 

171 Macca>KHCT B 6aHe 200-150 

I 

172 rlapHHKH (3emjiio B03AT16) 

173 Rama 

(** some writing in pencil and initials MS?? Underneath) 

[p. 29] MOPrYHOBA. A. (M) 
174 B peCTopaHe 

3umuofi 175 rIerl3a)x 
176 Aom 
177 rlerl3aw 
178 B TpaKTHpe 

200 
200 
300 
300 
300 

[p. 30] POr'OBHH H. H. (M) 
179 ITeaTpaji]6Hi6ie 

180 Aeycopaum (K PyccKomy TeaTpy) 

Cmpauiyn[? ] 100p 

[p. 31 TaTjiHH B. E. (M) 
181 C ropog 250 
182 HaTypIUHiia 300 
-1ý 
4-84 npo6atibi 
185 PHCYHKII no 30p 
186 
17 

191 
192 FlepT-peT- 

OMOU06 K??????? 800p 

***Stamped dates in the back of the catalogue 13 Anp. - 10 MaA 1911 show [the sale ofl 862 

catalogues 
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Listings from the Soiuz molodezhi Exhibition Catalogue, 10 November 1913 - 10 
January 1914, St. Petersburg. The catalogue is housed in the Russian State Museum, 
St. Petersburg (f. 121 'Soiuz Molodezhi'; ed. kh: 9 'Katalogi vystavok "Soiuz 
molodezhi" na 12 ekz; s: 12) 
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Transcription of the Soiuz molodezhi manifesto which was distributed at the public 
lectures which were organised by Soiuz molodezhi, 23 and 24 March 1913. 

C -17emep6yp2,23 Mapma 1913 z. 

YcTpaHBaA paimme xygoxceCTBelflibie BLICTaBKII, peýepa`rbl 11 taemw rio 
14CKYCCTBY, MbI, 061geCTBO XYAO)KIIHKOB "CO103 MonoAmit", XOTCJIII Tem cambim 
AaTb B03MO)KHOCTb HHTepecyiomericA RCKYCCTBOM riy6iiiiKe 0311aKomlIT16CA C 

COCTOAHHem COBpemeHHoil Mojiogori )KHBormcii ii pacKP16ITb nepcA 110 CBOC 

TeXHHqecKoe Credo. 
3TOT npaKTIIqeCKHrl rlyTb BbICTYnJICHHA MbI OCTaBji3ieM 3a co6ori ii na 

6ygyiuee BpeMA, Bce 6ojiee H 6ojiee pacuiHPAA H yrjiy6iiAq ero. 
Yc, rpailBa. q cerOAHA pKe ; lHcnyT, a iie peýepa`r IICKYCCTBY ii ripiiBjieKaA K 

y, qaCTHIO iia HeM Bcex HaiiiHx IIPOTHBHHKOB, MLI o6LABjiAem iialue 6oeBoe 
xyAo)KeCTBeHHoe Credo. 

MLI B161ABjiAem ce631 B iieo6EIKHOBeiiiioe, IICKJIIO'IHTejibiioe BPCMAI 

Becb HePBH]61rl xapaKTep )KH3HH MCKYCCTBO iiaiiicrO Bpemeim, c 
y6ezHTejibHOCTbIO, Hecomi-ieHHOIO, gommm`r, tITO 14CKYCCTBY, )KHBOrIlICH B 

HaCTO. qlIlHrl momeHT rlpHHaAjiewHT ROMHHHpyiixaA pojib! 
OHO rlpHBjieKaeT Bceo61uee BlMmaime, KaK IIHKorga! 
M, 6jiH3Koe yxce K ocBo6o=eiiHio, HOBOC I4CKYCCTBO iimeeT CTOJIbKO 

BparOB, KaK HHKorAa! 
KTo OHH, HainH Bpam, IKOTOPLIM MLI o6lABjiAem 6opb6y, 11 B mem iiac 

o6BHHAIOT? 

He ABJIAeTC31 J111 TO, B qem ynpeKalOT iiac iiaiuH npOTIIBIIIIKH - 3ajiorom 
Hameii no6egbi H cHjibi!? 

Him iiaiua mo60Bb K 14CKYCCTBY, 3aCTaBJIAIOIIIaR iiac X(aXIaTb BuAeTb cro 
OCBo6OXCAeHHbIM, 3acjiy>KHBaeT Te KOM16A rPA3H, KOTOPLIMH 6pocaloT B Ilac! 

Mbi o6LABjiAem 6opb6y BceM TIOpemIUllKam CBo6oAiioro IlCKYCCTBa 
)KHBOIIHCH, 3aKOBaBiuHm erO B ijerIH ITOBceAHeBHOCTH: nOJIIITIIKII, J11ITepaTyphl 11 

KOiumapa ncHxojiorHqeCKHX 344eICTOB. 

Mbi o6LABjiAem, tITO )KHBonHceil mo)KeT rOBOPIlTb TOJIbKO iia A3blKe 
WHBOIIHCHLIX TBopieCKHX nepe)KHBaHHrl, He 3aiie3aq Bqy)Kiie Kapmalibl. 

Mbi o6l3lBjiAem 6opb6y BceNf IKYII16TIlBlIPYMIIIHM ceilTlimenTaiiblIOM 
JIHIIHbIX iiepeX<HBaHHri camOBjiio6iieiiHbim HapilHccam, AMq KOTOpblx IleT illiqero 

Aopororo, Kpome co6CTBeHHoro, 6e3 KOHua itmit oTpmaeNtoro, JIIIKa! 
Mm o6LABjiAem 6opb6y YrOJIKOBomy TBopqeCTBY "MHpa I4CKYCCTBa", 

CMOTPAiijeMy Ha mHpqepe3 OAHO OKHO. 
9TOT MHP mbi xceiiaeM BHAeTb IIJHPOKO paCKP16ITbIM! 
BOT BIA30B BceM Tem, KTo iiac o6BHHAeT B TeopeTHqHOCTII, B AeKaAelITCTBe, B 

OTCYTCTBHH HenocpeACTBeHHOCTH! 

Bnem nojiaralOT HeriocpeACTBeHHOCTB 3TH rocrioAa?! 
B HH3meHHOrl THpaHHH AyiueBHLIX iiepe)KIlBaimfl! -BcerAa oamix 11 Tex we! 
Tem xywe AjiA HHx! 
Mbi o6T>. qBjiAem, 'ITO orpaffiinemie TBopneCTBa eCTb oTpaBa HCKYCCTi3a! 
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'ITO CBo6oga TBOP'qCCTBa - eCTb IlCPBoe YCJlOBHe Camo6LITHOCTHI OTCioAa 
cjieAyeT, 'ITO y I4CKYCCTBa riyTeri mHoro! 

Mbi o6T3ABjiAem, 'qTO Bce HYTH XOPOUIH, Kpome 11361ITbIX It 3arpSIMeinibix 
'ly)KHMH HecneTHbIMH inaramil u mbi ueiiHM TOJIbKO TC HPOH3BCACHHA, KOTOpbie 
HOBH3HOrl ClIoeft po=alOT B 3PHTene HOBoro, qejiO]3eKa! 

BOT Bbl30B Tem, KTO iiac o6BuuAeT B iieyCTOI'11111BOCTII, KTO co6jia3nAeT nac 
HPHIOTOM mHpojiio6HBOrO ciia, -o6iuHm AOPTyapom, B KOTOPOM 6e3npo6yAHo 

nOKOATCA rIepeABH)KHHKH, MHP-HCKYCCTBeillllfKll, COI03 PYCCKHX XYAOMCHIIKOB 11 
HPWlHe H nPOIlHe JHO6HTejiH Ayunibix nomeuxennfl, antocýepa KOTOPIAX yXce 
y6aioKHBaioiue AerlCTByeT H Ha I; y6HOBEjrt BaiieT. 

MW He 3aBHAyem Hx eAluiozynniomy xpaneinno! 
Cojulue HCKYCCTBa CBeTHT CJIHUIKOM APKO, IITO6161 mm mornit npecTyniio 

CHaTb. 
MLI 061ABnAem 6opb6y Bcem onHpaioujHmc3i na BLIrOAHoe CJIOBO "YCTOJI", 

H6o 3TO HOMTeHHoe CJIOBO XOPOHIO 3B"HT JIlllUb B YCTax Tex moAefl, KOTOpbie 
o6pe, qeHLI He iiocrieBaTL 3a cTpemHTejibiiEim 6erom BpemeHH! 

3TOMY BeTxomy CROBY MM rIPOT11BOTIOCTaBjiAem cjioBo, "o6nomemic". 
BOT Hain geBH3: 
"B 6e3ripepLIBHOM O6HOBjieHHH By; xyiijee HCKYCCTBa"! 
Mbl HIHPOK0 OTKpblBaem ABepH Bcem MOJIO; IbIM, KOMY AeBH3 iiain Aopor, libil 

PYKII CHJIbHbl IlTo6bI BLICOKO ; Iep)KaTb Hame 3HaMA, H OCTaBjiAeM 3a ; lBephio Bcex 
COMHeBaiolUHXCA, pa3cqeTjiHBbIX, He 311aiolUHX KyAa IIPIICTaTb, 1160 3THM 

paCTePAHHLIM, HeAoymeHHbIM OT6pocam MCKYCCTBa ; jail TOJIEKO oAnu pa6CKHrl 

yAeji: 'qHHHT]6 'qy)KHe A16IPABi6ie Mamma! 
Mbi npe3Hpaem CJIOBO "Cial3d", npeBpaiijaioiijee XYAOX(HHKa B Tynoe 

)KHBOTHoe, KOTOpoe YrIP31MO OTKa316IBaeTCA CTYrlaTb BnepeA, ; iaxce TorAa, Kor; la ero 
HOFOHAIOT KHYTOM. 

OT 6e3rlpeCTaHHbIX HOBOPOTOB B CTOPOHY iipouijioro He mano moAeft 
BLIBePHYJIO ce6e Him 

HeT qeCTH ARA Hac o6paTHTbCA B iioAo6iibiri iiejienEirt HP113paK 
iipoiiieAiiiero, B 6e3rlJIO; XH]61rl BbimbiceJl Toro, mero yNce HeT! 

MLI He Ao6HBaeMCA Toro, qTo6bl Hac nomHHjiii; xaxce nocne cmePTH. 
AOCTaTo"lHo KyjibTa KjiaA6ii1u H mepTBeljOB. 
Ho mbi He AaAHM 3a6bITb ce6A, HOI(a mbi XCHBM, H6o 60APCTBYIOlulle, ME'l 

6y; xem 6e3 KOHua TpeBO)KHTb Coll jieHHBblX, yBjieKaA Bce HOBbie It HOBbie CHJIEI, K 
BetIHO HOBOA H BeqHO npeKpaCHoA 6opi>6e. 

"CO103 Monoaemi". 
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ed khr: 10. 
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--, Cataloguefor Soiuz molodezhi art exhibition, St. Petersburg, 4 December - 10 

January 1913,4 December 1911 -10 January 1912. f. 12 1; ed khr: 9; d: 8,9. 

--, Catalogue ofsecond art exhibition, Soiuz Molodezhi, 1911,1911. f. 12 1; ed khr: 
9; d: 6,7, 'Catalogue of second art exhibition, Soluz Molodezhi, 1911. 

---, Catalogue of Soiuz molodezhi, 1912,1912. f. 12 1; ed khr: 9; d: 11, 'Catalogue of 
Soiuz molodezhi, 1912'. 

---, Catalogue, with price list, for Soiuz molodezhi art exhibition, St. Petersburg, 10 

November 1913-10 January 1914,10 November 1913 - 10 January 1914. f- 

12 1; ed khr: 9; d: 12, 'Catalogue, with price list, for Soiuz molodezhi art 
exhibition, St. Petersburg, 10 November 1913-10 January 1914'. 

---, Declarationfrom the Soiuz molodezhi, 23 March 1913. f. 121; ed khr: 13; 11: 17- 

17ob. 

---, Doklad o noveishei russkoi literature [Handwritten and typed programme], 1/2 

March[ 1913]. f. 12 1; ed khr: 13; 11: 13-14. 

---, Exhibition cataloguefor the Soiuz Molodezhi, 1912,1912. f 12 1; d. 9. 

---, Exhibition pamphlet-cataloguefor Soiuz molodezhi art exhibition, 1912,1912. f 

12 1; ed khr: 9; d: 10. 

121; ed khr: 4, 'Dogovory na Letter to G. E. Shperk, 4 October 1913. f. 

eksploatatsiiu pomeshchenii dlia vystavok i veshalki. 4.04.1911- 24.10. 

1913'; 1: 3. 

---, Programma referata Davida Burliuka, 20 November 1912, "Chto takoe kubizm " 

(Razgovor o zhivopisi), November 1912. f. 12 1; ed khr: 13; 1: 6- 8,11. 

---, Raskhodno-prikhodnaia kniga, 4 dek. 1912-13,4 December 1912-1913. f. 12 1; 

ed khr: 114; on 48 pages. 

12 1; ed khr: I 11, 'Raspiski na 23 ll'; 11: 3-4,7-15. Raspiski. f. 
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Raspiski raznykh lits, without date, 14.11.1912 - 4.3.1929. f. 12 1; ed khr: 132; 11: 

1-11. 

--, Scheta i smety, 1909-1913. f: 12 1,; ed khr: I 10; on 13 8 pages. 

---, Sokrashchennala programma - Afishi dlia ulitsy - Publichnyl Disput. Po 

voprosam novogo iskusstva, ustraevaemyi obshchestvom 'Soiuz Molodezhi'v 
&P. B. ]-go i 2-go marta 1913 goda, [1-2 March 1913]. f. 121; d: 13; 11: 4-5. 

---, 'Raznye finansovye dokumenty'. f. 12 1; ed khr: 113,; on 198 pages. 

--, Vecherpoetovfuturistov [Hand written notes], 20 November 1913. f- 121; ed 
khr: 13; 11: 39-40. 

---, Vystavka KartinlO noveishei russkol literature [Double-sided advertising card], 
November 1913. f. 121; ed khr: 13; 11: 37-38. 

Spanidikov intelligentnoe khuliganstvo, [undated]. f. 121; ed khr: 84; 11: 1-2ob. 

[Spandikov? ], Smallpersonal accountlnotebook. [possibly belonging to Spandikov], 

1910-1917. f. 121; ed khr: 112, ['Spandikov']; 11: 1-30. 

Troitskii Theatre, Plan i rastsenki mest teatra miniatiur, 23-e, 24-e - no year given. f: 

121; ed khr: 16, 'Plan i rastsenki mest teatra miniatiur'; 11: 1-2. 

Urechin, L., 'Pismo L Urechina (kino-rezhisser) v "Soiuz molodezhi "', 2 7.9.1913. f- 

12 1; ed khr: 5 8,; 1: 1- 

Zdanevich, Wia Mikhailovich, Draft letter to his mother, Valentina Kirillovna 

Zdanevich, II June 1913. f: 177, 'Zdanevichei, III i Kirilla Mikhailovichei'; 

ed khr: 50, 'Zdanevich I. M. Chemovye pis'ma raznym litsam 25.02.1913 - 
13.07.1913'; 11: 48-48ob. 

Draft letter to Aleksandr Nikolaevich Kul'bin, 15 March 1913. f. 177; ed khr: 50; 

1: 14. 

---, Draft letter to Mikhail Fedorovich Larionov, 17 March 1913. f. 177; ed khr: 50; 

11: Mob - IS. 
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Draft letter to Boris Lovovich Lopatinskii, 12 March 1913. f. 177; ed khr: 50; 11: 

12. 

--, Draft letter to Boris Nikolaevich Kurdinovskii, 13 March 1913. f- 177; ed khr: 50; 

1: 12ob. 

Draft letter to Boris Nikolaevich Kurdinovskii, 29 March 1913. f. 177; ed khr: 50; 
11: 22. 

---, Draft letter to Grigorii Vigalievich Sobolenskii, 26 [May] 1913. f. - 177; ed khr: 

50; 1: 46. 

--, Draft letter to Grigorii Vigalievich Sobolenskii, 23 June 1913. f. 177; ed khr: 50; 

11: 48ob-49. 

---, Draft letter to his brother, Kirill Mikhailovich Zdanevich, 7 March 1913. f- 177; 

ed khr: 50; 11: 7ob-8. 

Draft letter to hisfather, MikhailAndreevich Zdanevich, 25 February 1913. f. 

177; ed khr: 50; 11: 2-3. 

---, Draft letter to his mother Valentina Kirillovna Zdanevich, 30 March 1913. f. 177; 

ed khr: 50; 11: 22-23ob. 

Draft letter to his mother, Valentina Kirillovna Zdanevich, 12 March 1913. f 
177; ed khr: 50; 11: 12. 

---, Draft letter to his mother, Valentina Kirillovna Zdanevich, 9 March 1913. f. 177; 

ed khr: 50; 11: 10. 

--., Draft letter to his mother, Valentina Kirillovna Zdanevich, 26-28 March 1913. f- 

177; ed khr: 50; 11: 18-21. 

---, Draft letter to his mother, Valentina Kirillovna Zdanevich, 1 March 1913. f. 177; 

ed khr: 50; 11: 4ob-5ob. 

--, Draft letter to his mother, Valentina Kirillovna Zdanevich, 5 March 1913. f. 177; 

ed khr: 50; 1: 6. 
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---, Draft letter to his mother, Valentina Kirillovna Zdanevich, 20 March 1913. f. 

177; ed khr: 50; 11: 16ob-17. 

--, Draft letter to his mother, Valentina Kirillovna Zdanevich, 19 March 1913. f. 
177; ed khr: 50; 11: 15-16. 

---, Draft letter to his mother, Valentina Kirillovna Zdanevich, 8 March 1913. f. - 177; 

ed khr: 50; 11: 9ob-10. 

Draft letter to his mother, Valentina Kirillovna Zdanevich, 15 March 1913. f. 
177; ed khr: 50; 11: 13-13ob. 

Draft letter to his mother, Valentina Kirillovna Zdanevich, I April 1913. f. 177; 

ed khr: 50; 11: 24-25. 

---, Draft letter to his mother, Valentina Kirillovna Zdanevich, 3 April 1913. f. 177; 

ed khr: 50; 11: 25-26. 

---, Draft Letter to his mother, Valentina Kirillovna Zdanevich, 7 April 1913. f. 177; 

cd khr: 50; 1: 27. 

---, Draft letter to his mother, Valentina Kirillovna Zdanevich, 9 April 1913. f. - 177; 

ed khr: 50; 1: 29. 

---, Draft letter to Mikhail Fedbrovich Larionov, 8 April 1913. f. 177; ed khr: 50; 11: 

28-28ob. 

---, Draft letter to Mikhail Fedorovich Larionov, 8 March [ 1913]. f- 177; ed khr: 50; 
11: 8ob-9ob. 

ft letter to Mikhail Fedorovich Larionov, II April 1913. f. Dra - 177; ed khr: 50; 1: 

29ob. 

---, Draft letter to Mikhail Fedorovich Larionov, 12 March 1913. f-. 177; ed khr: 50; 
11: 11-1 lob. 

Draft letter to Mikhail Feddrovich Larionov, 6 March [ 1913]. f. 177; ed khr: 50; 
1: 7. 
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---, Draft letter to Natal'ia Sergeevna Goncharova, 8 April [ 1913]. f. 177; ed khr: 
50; 11: 28ob-29. 

ft letter to Saloma Nikolaevna Andreeva, [undated]. f. Dra - 177; ed khr: 50; 11: 

49ob-5 1. 

ft letter to Sergei Vladimirovich Shtein, 24 [May] 1913. f. Dra - 177; ed khr: 50; 11: 
45ob-46. 

---, Draft letter to Valerii Iakovlevich Briusov, 2 May 1913. f. 177; ed khr: 50; 11: 

34ob-35. 

---, Draft letter to Vera Mikhailovna Ermolaeva, 22 [May 1913]. f- 177; ed khr: 50; 

11: 39ob-45. 

---, Draft letter to Mikhail Fedbrovich Larionov, 4 April 1913. f- 177; ed khr: 50; 11: 

26ob-27. 

ft note to Evgenii Eygenlevich Lansere, I April 1913. f. Dra - 177; ed khr: 50; 1: 
23ob. 

---, Draft note to Moris Alfredovich Fabbri, 6 March 1913. f- ; ed khr: 50; 1: 6ob. 

Draft note to Nikolal Ivanovich Kul'bin, I April 1913. f. 177; ed khr: 50; 1: 24. 

---, Futurim i Vsechestvo. Doklad IM Zdanevicha, [January 1914]. f- 177; ed khr: 

21, 'Zdanevich, Il'ia Mikhailovich - Rukopis' doklada, 'Futurizm i 

Vsechestvo"; 11: 23-23ob. 

---, llia Mikhailovich Zdanevich - zapiska Valishevskomu na vizitnoi kartochke, 

[undated]. f. 177; ed khr: 54,1: 1. 

---, Draft Letter to V N. Kurdinovskli, 17 March 1913. f- 177; ed khr: 50; 11: 14- 

l4ob. 

---, Draft Letter to Salome Nikolaevna Andreeva, 6 July 1913. f 177; d. 50. 

---, Draft Letter to Vera Mikhailovna Ermolaeva, 22. f 177; d. 50. 
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---, '0 Natalii Goncharovoi'. Doklad na ee vystavke v Moskve. Rukopis'. October 

1913. f. 177; ed khr: 14; 11: 1-20. 

---, Rukopis' doklada, 'Futurizm i Vsechestvo', January 1914. f 177; ed khr: 2 1. 

---, Zametki na obsuzhdenii doklada Toklonenle bashmaku', 1914. f. 177; ed khr: 

28, 'Zdanevich, ll'ia Mikhailovich'; 1: 1. 

Zheverzheev, Levtin Ivanovich, Efrem Denisovich Selivanov, and Stepan Nikitich 

Dementev, Contracts concerning the exhibition of the Soiuz molodezhi, 24 

October 1913. f. 121; ed khr: 4; 1: 6. 

Tsentral'nyi gosudarstvennyi istoricheskii archiv [Central State Archive of 
History], St. Petersburg 

, Documents relating to the registering, opening andprotocol of the theatre, 

Krivoe zerkalo, under the leadership ofLeonid Nikolaevich Lukin, 1912- 
1914. f, 569, 'Kantseliariia S-Peterburgskogo Gradonachal'nika'; op; 13; d; 

739. 

, Kopiiprogramm Ekaterinskii Teatr 'Krivoe Zerkalo', Ekaterinskii kanal, 

90-2,11.01 - 03.02.1917. f. 569; op: 14; d: 229. 

, Advertising poster for Marinetti's lecture in Moscow (27 January 1914), 

submitted to the gradonachal'nik to support an application for similar 
lectures in St. Petersburg on I and 4 February 1914. f. 569; op: 13; d: 1149. 

, Ob osvidetel'stvovanii uveselitel'nogo sada i teatra 'Luna Park'po 

Ofuserskoi uL A. 39. kolomenskoi chasti I uchastka, 27 April 1917. f. 513; 

op: 139; d: 180. 

, Perepiska s proshenilami i zaiavleniiami raznykh lits o razreshenii 

ustroistva lektsii vechera i sobranii, 24.12.1913 - 31.1.1914. f. 569; op: 13; 

d: 96. 
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, Permissionftom the gradonachal'nik's officefor a public lecture, 

'Problema pravil'nykh vzaimootoshenii mezhdu Potrebleniem i trudom', 

proposed for 4 April 1913. f. - 569; op: 13; d: 1032. 

, 4pplicationftom the Russian Electro-technical Factory, Simens i Gal'ske 

to offer courses on rentogen [x-rays]for doctors who specialise in thefield, 

28 March 1913. f. 569; op: 13; d: 103 2. 

, Application to the gradonachal'nikfor Evgenii Grigorevich Lisenkov and 

Sergei Andreevich Grek to read lectures on 'The role of breathing in 

poetry'and the reading qfA. A. Belyi's Wrest'i rozt, proposed date is 4 

April 1913. f. - 569; op: 13; d: 1032 

, Application to the gradonachal'nik to open the miniature theatre 

'Satirikon', 14 October 1915 - 29 January 1916. f. 256; op: 33; d: 380. 

, Proshenfla i zaiavlenila raznykh lits o razreshenii ustroistva, vecherov, 

sobranii i lektsii za ianvar'mesiats (delo), 22-12-1914 - 23-01-1915. f. 

569; op: 13; d: 1130. 

Proshenila raznykh lits o razreshenii otkryt'tipografli kn. Slkady i dr. (V 

prilozhenii imeiutsia gazety, zhurnal i reklamy)[sp? ] (delo), 15 May - 16 

November 191 S. f. 706; op: 1; d: 1779. 

, Registratfla Obshchestvennogo sobraniia pod nazvaniem 'Kruzhok 

liubitelei stsenicheskogo iskusstva'. 25 October 1912 -7 January 1915. f-. 

287; op: l; d: 244. 

, Request to Lt. Fon Fishbakhfor police report concerning police presence 

at Marinetti's lecture on I Feb 1914,7 March 1914. f. 569; op: 13; d: 1149. 

, Ustav Obshchestva vzaimnogo vspomoshestvovaniia russkikh 
khudozhnikov, 1914-1915. f. 569; op: 13; d: 1130. 

Burliuk, N. D., et al., Advertising poster Nash otvet Marinetti, 8 Feb 1914. f: 569; 

op: 13; d: 1149. 

Chulkov, Gregorii, 'Are we waking up [ýprobuzhdaemsia 7 or not (Art and Life)'- 

programmefor public lecture, 16 January 1914. f. 569; op: 13; d: 1030. 

Dolidze, Over 50 individual documents which relate to a lecture given by P. D. 

Uspenskii, Tpoiskakh chudesnogo: Poezdka v indiiu v 1914 godu, 03-20 

February 1915. f. 569; op: 13; d: 1349. 
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Durov, Anatolfi, Application to the gradonachal'nik by Durov, to give a lecture in 

the Chinizelli Circus, On Laughter and the Pagan Priests ofLaughter'O 5 

January 1914. f. 569; op: 13; d: 1030. 

Fon-Fishbakh, Official correspondence to the Afladshii Pomoshchnik Officer of the 

Gavinskii StationlDistrict, 30 January 1914. f. 569; op: 13; d: 1149. 

Gradonachal'nik, St. Petersburg, Grants permissionfor VL Ivanov's public lecture, 

'0 granitsakh iskusstva'. on 22 January 1914. f. 5 69; op: 13; d: 103 0. 

, Note informing Puchkov ofthe gradonachal'nik's permissionfor him to 

stage his evening, 13 February 1914. f. 569; op: 13; d: 1149. Petersburg, 

. Request to Levashovfor programme; refusal ofpermission, 3 and 4 

February 1914. f. 569; op: 13; d: 1149. 

, Advertising poster, PoezHa iperevorot Vinvzmystuianekra chempionata 

poetov, Un-dated but proposed evening is 14 February 1914, f. 569; op: 13; 

d: 1149. 

, Advertising poster, Vecher Maiakovskogo, 20 February 1915 - advertised 
date of lecture. F: 569; op: 13. d: 1349. 

, Advertised programme, Vecher Poetov, for proposed date of 14 Feb 1914. 

f. - 569; op: 13; d: 1149. 

lakobson, E. I., Proshenle to gradonachal'nikfor a public lecture, entitled, 
'Concerning Modern Literature, to be held 20 January 1914. f. 569; op: 

13; d: 1030. 

, Police reportfor lecture of I and 4 February 1914, 'Ofuturizme', 10 

February 1914, f. 569; op: 13; d: 1149. 

Ivanov, Decisionfrom the Gradonachal'nik to Bubnovyi valet, 29 March 1913. f. - 
569; op:. 13; d: 1032. 

Note to Police-officer (pristay) of the Spasskaia district, informing him that 

permission has not been grantedfor the Artistic Society of the intimate 

Theatre to hold their given programme in April, 8 April 1913. f. 5 69; op: 
13; d: 1032. 

Khudozhestvennoe obshchestvo intimnogo teatra - SPB, Programmefor Podval 

brodiachei sobaki, 8 March 1913. f. 569; op: 13; d: 1032. 

Konchalov, Petr, Application to gradonachal'nik to holdpublic lectures and debates 

by the Bubnovyi Valet, 13 and 14 March 1913. f. 569; op: 13; d: 1032. 
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Kurbakovskaia, OFga Vladimiriovna, Applicationfor a public lecture, for VI 

Ivanov to read, 'Novoe mirovozzrenie', 25 January 1914. f. 569; op: 13; d: 

1030. 

Kurbakovskaia, 01'ga Vladimirovna, Application to the gradonachal'nik to stage a 

public evening, 'Our reply to Marinetti'f. 569; op: 13; d: 1149. 

Levashov, Valerin Dimitrievich, Application to gradonachal'nikfor a poetry 

evening, I Feb 1914. f. 5 69; op: 13; d: 1149. 

Levashov, Valerin Dimitr., Application to the gradonachal'nikfor a lecture (with 

proposedprogramme) by A. L Puchkov entitled, '0 dostizheniiakh v 
iskusstve vchera',. II February 1914 (? ). f. 569; op: 13; d: 1149. 

Maslov, I. S. and D. Mitlin, Poproshenflu vladel'tsev teatra miniatiura -LS. 
Maslova i D. Mitlina o vydache svidetel'stva na otkrytie deistvii teatrapo 
Petergofskomu shosse, N. 6. f. 256; op: 33; f. 357 

Nar'slov, Reply to Fon-Fishbakh letter of 30 January 1914, concerning the 

suitability of the French languagefor Marinetti's lecture, 30 January 1914. 

f. 569; op: 13; d: 1149. 

Obshchestvo Vspomoshchestvovaniia nuzhdaiushchimsia uchenikam Chastnogo 

Kornmergcheskogo Uchilishcha i Torgovoi Shkoly S. A. Kholmogorova v 
S. -Peterburge, M. V. D. Applicationfor public lecture, 'The influence of 

alcohol on the human organism, by Dr. Romanov, I April 1913. f. 569; op: 
13; d: 1032. 

Puchkov, Anatol ii, 4pplication to the gradonachal'nik's officefor his lecture, on the 

theme of '0 dostizheniiakh v iskusstve'Tenishevskii Hall (date received - 12 

Feb 1914). f. - 569; op: 13; d: 1149. 

Radin, Dr. E. P, Futurism i bezumie, 18 January 1914. f. 569; op: 13; d: 1030. 

Rapiufi?, 1. P., "Kliuchi schast'ia "A Verhitskoi i sovremennaia elikafeminizma, 30 

March 1913. f. 569; op: 13; d: 1032. 

Shishmnova, Dr. Irina Vasil'evna,, 4pplicationfor apublic lecture, 'Concerning the 
Balkan War and its Horrors': 'Do1zhen li zhit'tot, kotoryi vo vsekh 

prolavlenflakh svoego sushchestvovanlia dokazyvaet, chto on dostoen 

zhitT f: 569; op: 13; d: 1149. 

Tasteven, G., Applicationfor Me gradonachal'nik's office, 20 Jan 1914. f 569; op: 
13; d: 1149. 
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Various, Ob osvidestvovanii teatra i restorana "Letuchaia mysh "' v dome No 38-45 

no Sadovoi uL Snasskoi chasti [.. ] September 1916 f. 513; op: 139; d: 8 1. 

Materials have also been consulted in the following archives and Libraries: 

Anna Akhmatova Museum in Fountain House, St. Petersburg 

Russian State Archive of Literature and Art, Moscow 

Central Archive of Document Collections (manuscript and photograph departments), 

Moscow 

Russian State Library, Newspaper Department, Moscow. 
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